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-
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists with respect 
to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. Staff has determined that Resolution 99-423, 
which includes special conditions established by the Planning Commission, Department of Fish 
and Game and the County Board of Supervisors, conforms to the standards set forth in the 
Monterey County Certified Local Coastal Program, which includes the Coastal Implementation 
Plan Part 4 Regulations for Development in the Carmel Area Land Use Plan. 

The project is the construction of a four tiered concrete retaining wall to stabilize a washed-out 
slope located on the property of Frank and Loretta Dittrich at 46 Yankee Point Drive in the 
Carmel Highlands area in Monterey County (project location maps and a site parcel map are 
shown in Exhibits A and B, respectively). The retaining walls are to be built to engineering 
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standards and are to include compacted backfill to match adjacent slope contours. The slope is 
to be planted with native vegetation appropriate to this location in order to blend in to the 
surrounding site (McLean Creek ravine). The plantings will also help to mitigate the effect of 
the development on public views between Yankee Point Drive and the Pacific Ocean. 

The appellant contends that the project does not comply with the Monterey County Local Coastal 
Program (LCP) in regards to environmentally sensitive habitat areas, riparian corridors and 
protection of public views within the viewshed. The full appeal is attached as Exhibit F. 

As discussed in the substantial issue section of this report, the approved project is consistent with 
applicable regulations for development as established by the Monterey County Local Coastal 
Program. 
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I. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION 
The Monterey County Planning Commission issued a Coastal Development Permit and Design 
Approval to Frank and Loretta Dittrich for the construction of a four-tiered concrete retaining 
wall on a washed out slope located at 46 Yankee Point Drive on September 8, 1999. During 
review of the proposed project, County Planning staff received recommendations from California 
Coastal Commission and Department of Fish and Game staff regarding protection of the natural 
resources on the site (i.e., Monterey Pines and riparian vegetation of McLean Creek ravine). 
County Planning staff included recommendations from the Forest Management Plan (submitted 
by Ray Sumida) and Department of Fish and Game as special conditions of project approval. 
The Monterey County Planning Commission heard and approved the permit (Resolution # 
99056) on September 8, 1999. The Planning Commission's Resolution #.99056 was appealed to 
the Board of Supervisors by Mr. Harold Seyferth of 50 Yankee Point Drive on October 6, 1999. 

• 

The Monterey County Board of Supervisors conducted a de novo hearing on November 16, 
1999, to considerMr. Seyferth's appeal, as well as all written and documentary information, staff 
reports, oral testimony and other evidence presented before the Board. Following the de novo 
hearing, the Board of Supervisors denied the Appeal of Mr. Seyferth and thereby approved the 
Coastal Development Permit and Design Approval for the project under their Resolution # 99-
423, which contains 23 special conditions of approval. In addition to the special conditions 
. placed on the project by Planning Commission staff and the Department of Fish and Game 
Section 1603 Lake and Streambed Alteration Permit, the Board of Supervisors added three • 
conditions (regarding slope restoration and protection of visual resources) to their approval. A 
list of all permit conditions approved by the County is attached in Exhibit F. 

Resolution # 99-423 was subsequently appealed to the Coastal Commission by Mr. Paul Ernest 
of 66 Yankee Point Drive on December 14, 1999. 

II. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
The grounds for appeal under section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does 
not conform to the standards set forth in the certified local coastal program or the public access 
policies of the Coastal Act. Section 30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to 
conduct a de novo coastal development permit hearing on an appealed project unless a majority 
of the Commission finds that "no substantial issue" is raised by such allegations. Under section 
30604(b ), if the Commission conducts a de novo hearing, the Commission must find that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the certified local .coastal program. Section 
30604( c) also requires an additional specific finding that the development is in conformity with 
the public access and recreation policies of Chapter Three of the Coastal Act, if the project is 
located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
within the coastal zone. The project is located between the sea and the first public road 
paralleling the sea, and is within 100 feet of a stream (McLean Creek) in the Carmel Highlands 
area of the Monterey County Coastal Zone. • 
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III. STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

MOTION: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No A-3-
MC0-99-099 raises NO substantial issue with respect to the 
grounds on which the appeal has been filed under § 30603 of 
the Coastal Act. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends a Yes vote. Passage of this motion will result in a finding of No Substantial 
Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings. If the Commission fmds No 
Substantial Issue, the Commission will not hear the application de novo and the local action will 
become final and effective. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the 
appointed Commissioners present. 

RESOLUTION TO FIND NON-SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE: 

IV. 

The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-3-MC0-99-099 does not present a 
substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under § 
30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the Certified Local Coastal Plan 
and/or the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

RECOMMENDED FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

The Commission finds and declares as follows: 

A. Project Location and Description 
The project is located on an eroded slope located at 46 Yankee Point Drive in the Carmel 
Highlands area of Monterey County (project location maps and a site parcel map are shown in 
Exhibits A and B, respectively). The 0.42 acre parcel (APN 243-141-015), located westerly of 
Yankee Point Drive, lies in an area designated by the LCP as LDR/1 (CZ) "Low Density 
Residential, one unit per acre." 

The parcel contains an existing 2-story single family dwelling, with adjoining cantilevered deck, 
both of which are located at the top of a ravine on the north side of McLean Creek (Exhibit C). 
Steep slopes of the ravine, which characterize more than 36 percent of the southern portion of the 
property, descend down to McLean Creek, an intermittent stream that flows along the base of the 
ravine. The existing house and adjoining cantilevered deck are both within the County's 
established 50-foot setback for intermittent streams . 
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The proposed project is the construction of a four-tiered concrete block retaining wall along the 
ravine slope immediately south of the existing residence, where the slope was washed out by 
early 1998 storms. Two of the proposed four tiers were partially constructed between February 
and April of 1998, prior to obtaining the required building permits. 

The Board of Supervisors Resolution # 99-423 (Exhibit D), approving the project after-the-fact, 
notes that the retaining walls are proposed to prevent slope failure at the ravine area of the 
subject property. The Board of Supervisors Decision acknowledges that the project will be 
located within the 50-foot setback area required by the Carmel Land Use Plan for intermittent 
streams. The Decision states that according to recommendations from a consulting biologist, 
consulting engineer and Department ofFish and Game representative, the project is necessary to 
protect the natural resources at the site (i.e., McLean Creek and the natural vegetation existing in 
the ravine). 

Approval of the project has been conditioned to require (among other things) compacted backfill 
against the retaining walls to match the adjacent slopes and, with the aid of jute netting, to be 
revegetated with native plants appropriate to the site. According to the Board's decision, this 
restoration is apparently intended as mitigation for encroachment into the setback. 

McLean Creek ravine also provides visual access to the Pacific Ocean from Yankee Point Drive. 
Although the project is located along the ravine slope within this public view corridor, 
construction activities are considered temporary, and as conditioned to include slope restoration 
and appropriate revegetation, the project is expected to have only temporary visual impacts on 
the public viewshed. 

B. Project Background 
A portion of the upper slope of the McLean Creek ravine was washed out on the subject property 
following heavy El Nino rains in February of 1998 (see photos; Exhibit G). Following this event, 
the applicant apparently allowed a contractor to begin repair of the washout because of fears that 
further slides might jeopardize the foundation of his home. In a written response to the appellant 
(Exhibit H) the applicant claims the contractor told him that four-foot walls could be built 
without a permit However, the applicant built an earlier, three-tiered retaining wall (designed 
with four-foot eight- inch high walls) in 1996 west of the current project site following slope 
erosion caused by 1995 winter storms. That three-tiered retaining wall was also constructed 
without proper coastal development and building permit~ and therefore found to be in violation 
of building requirements. The earlier three-tiered retaining wall was later approved by the 
County as an after-the-fact development, along with expansion of the deck area and removal of 
one Monterey Pine (PC931 08; Resolution 96020, dated February 28, 1996). Conditions of the 
1996 permit required (among other things) erosion control measures, replanting of exposed slope 
areas with native vegetation and tree replacement for trees removed or damaged during 
construction. 

• 

• 

• 

A portion of the currently proposed four-tier retaining walls were constructed sometime between • 
February 2nd and April24, 1999, at which date the Planning and Building Inspection Department 
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halted construction of the project by posting a stop work order at the site. The Building 
Inspector's field report noted that the project was red tagged for construction without a building 
permit. 

On May 19th, 1999, a letter was sent to the Building Inspector from the Consulting Soils 
Engineer, Mr. Richard Dante, regarding review of the retaining wall design and construction. In 
the letter, Mr. Dante stated that he had inspected the partially constructed retaining walls, 
reviewed construction photographs for steel placement and footing excavations, and certified that 
the retaining walls were constructed as shown by design calculations and calculation cross 
section for each wall (see Exhibit H). Mr. Dante's letter indicated that his calculations for walls 
A, B, and C show that they are stable and properly constructed. His letter also noted that 
Retaining Wall D is planned to be constructed along the top level according to design 
calculations. 

Frank and Loretta Dittrich submitted an application for a Combined Coastal Development Permit 
and Design Approval for the project to the Monterey County Planning and Building Inspection 
Department on July 7, 1999. · 

A letter was subsequently submitted to the Monterey Planning and Building Inspection 
Department by the Biological Consultant, Mr. Jud Vandevere, July 20, 1999, regarding a site 
visit of the Dittrich property conducted July 16, 1999. Mr. V andevere noted that while many 
exotic plant species existed near the site, no animal or plant species of concern were found on the 
site other than two Monterey pines (Pinus radiata), which are growing on either side of the 
partially completed retaining walls. He notes that the roots of these trees were cut during 
excavation for the project and that the pine closest to the driveway appears to be seriously 
affected by pitch canker (Fusarium subglutinans forma specialis pini). The other pine on the 
west side of the wall is healthy but is quite mature. The Biologist's letter suggests that both trees 
may be replaced some day with canker resistant pines when such plant materials (hopefully) will 
be available . The Biologist's letter does not specifically establish a measured setback distance, 
but does opine that no biological harm will occur when work on the retaining wall is completed. 

As part of the County's project review process, the proposed project was reviewed by the Carmel 
Unincorporated/Highlands Land Use Advisory Committee August 2, 1999. The Land Use 
Advisory Committee recommended Denial of the project as designed (Exhibit E), finding that 
the project is located in an area " ... designated as riparian corridor ... [in which] no grading or 
construction should be allowed .... " The Land Use Advisory Committee also recommended that 
the slope be restored with " ... proper vegetation that is typical of this creek slope," and suggested 
that the County ascertain whether the applicant has been in compliance with grading and erosion 
control policies required by earlier permit conditions. 

A letter from the Consulting Soils Engineer, Mr. Richard Dante, dated August 30, 1999, states 
that " ... the retaining walls below the balcony on the southerly side of the residence are necessary 
to stabilize the slope and protect the balcony and building structure from settlement or failure." 
The letter also noted that storm water discharge from a Monterey County culvert outfall set high 
up on the ravine slope contributed to erosion along the bank of the ravine and siltation in the 
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ravine bottom during periods of high flow. 

Planning Commission's Resolution # 99-056 approved a permit for construction of the four
tiered retaining wall on September 8, 1999. The County Planning Commission Staff Report 
(PLN990307) noted that the four retaining walls were proposed to:" ... (1) ensure the stability of 
the slope upon which pier footings supporting a cantilevered single family dwelling are situated, 
(2) to provide erosion control and thereby prevent siltation into a streambed, and (3) to provide 
the conditions for re-vegetating the entire slope with native plants." As approved by the 
Planning Commission, the four tiered concrete retaining walls were conditioned to be faced with 
stone (as required for the earlier, three-tiered retaining walls on the same slope). 

The Planning Commission's Resolution# 99-056 was appealed to the Board of Supervisors by 
Mr. Howard Seyferth, based on contentions that construction of the partially completed retaining 
walls were not necessary to stabilize the slope and that emergency conditions did not exist. 

Following a de novo hearing on November 16, 1999, the Board of Supervisors denied Mr. 
Seyferth's appeal and approved a permit for the construction of the four-tiered retaining wall, 
subject to twenty-three conditions of approval (Exhibit D). In addition to the 17 special 
conditions established by the Monterey County Planning Commission, the Board of Supervisors' 
Decision included the following conditions. 

• 

Conditions Placed upon the Project Pursuant to the Department of Fish and Game "1603 Lake • 
and Streambed Alteration Permit": 

1. That construction shall be completed while the work site is dry 
2. That cement shall not be allowed to come in contact with creek water during the concrete 

pour for a 30-day curing period following the concrete pour. 
3. That the Department of Fish and Game "1603 Lake and Streambed Alteration Permit" 

shall expire on December 31 8
\ 1999. 

Conditions Placed upon the Project Pursuant to Approval of the Project by the County Board of 
Supervisors on November 16th, 1999: 

1. That the finished project match the existing, adjacent contours of the slope by placing 
compacted fill against the slope, covering the four retaining walls. With the aid of jute 
netting, the applicant shall plant appropriate native vegetation on the compacted fill 
covering the disturbed slope in order to return McLean Creek to a more natural 
viewscape. 

2. That all site runoff be channeled away from the slope, including building gutters, deck 
and other impermeable surfaces, so as not to erode the slope. 

3. That the applicant and/or staff report back to Supervisor David Potter when the project is · 
completed. 

• 
I 
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C. Unpermitted Development 
As described above, a portion of the currently proposed four-tier retaining walls had been 
constructed on the site (sometime between February 2"d and April 24, 1999) without necessary 
coastal and building permits. Section 20.90 of the Monterey County LCP contains policies 
regarding enforcement, administrative and legal procedures, and penalties for building in 
violation of coastal permits. According to the LCP, the County may issue a stop work order, 
require permit application and require a fee of twice the amount normally charged for such 
application for construction in violation of the County's Zoning Ordinances (Title 20). In this 
case, a "Stop Work Order" was placed on the construction of the proposed retaining wall by Mr. 
David Gran, Monterey County Building Inspector, on April 24, 1999. The Building Inspector's 
field report noted that the project was red tagged for construction without a building permit. 
Monterey County Planning and Building Inspection Department required the applicant to obtain 
a permit for this project to correct the violation, and the appropriate fees were required. The 
applicant has subsequently applied and has been granted approval of a Coastal Development 
Permit (Resolution # 99-423) which is the subject of this appeal. The County thereby remedied 
the violation by these actions and the conditioned approval of Resolution# 99-423. 

Consideration of the proposed four-tiered retaining wall in this staff report is based solely upon 
the policies contained in the County's LCP and the Coastal Act's public access and recreation 
policies as applicable, as if the project had not yet been installed. Commission action on this 
appeal does not constitute an admission as to the legality of any development undertaken on the 
subject site without benefit of a coastal development permit and shall be without prejudice to the 
California Coastal Commission's ability to pursue any legal remedy available under Chapter 9 of 
the Coastal Act. In other words, this approval for the four-tiered retaining wall and slope 
restoration does not constitute a waiver of any legal action with regard to any violation of the 
Coastal Act that may have occurred here. 

D. Substantial Issue Analysis- Consistency with Local Coastal Program 

Appellant's Basis for Appeal 
The appellant contends that the project does not comply with the Local Coastal Program in that 
approval of the project is contrary to Sections 20.146.040 B.8,- C.2.c and C.2.d of the Coastal 
Implementation Plan. These policies deal with environmentally sensitive habitat development 
standards, specifically removal of indigenous vegetation and land disturbance in or adjacent to 
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, riparian plant communities and riparian corridors. A 
complete copy of the appellant's appeal is included in Exhibit F. 

1. Land Disturbance in or Adjacent to Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas 
A. Appellant's Contention 

The appellant contends that the Board of Supervisors Resolution 99-423 is contrary to LCP 
Section 20.146.040 B.8. Section 20.146.040 is intended to protect the environmentally sensitive 
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habitats of the Carmel Coastal zone and subordinates all categories of land use, both public and 
private, to the protection of environmentally sensitive habitat areas. The appellant suggests that 
the County's decision that the area is not an environmentally sensitive habitat area is incorrect 

B. Relevant LCP Policy 
Section 20.146.040 B.8 of the Monterey County Coastal Implementation Plan states: 

Removal of indigenous vegetation and land disturbance (grading, excavation, paving, 
etc) ·in or adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be restricted to only 
those amounts necessary for structural improvements (Ref Policy 2. 3. 3. 7) 

Other relevant LCP policies include Section 20.146.040 B.6, which states: 

For projects in or adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas, the County shall 
refer projects to the California Department of Fish and Game for evaluation of impacts 
from development and suggested mitigations for those impacts. . .. Recommendations 
from the California Department of Fish and Game shall be included as conditions of 
project approval. 

Definitions for Environmentally Sensitive Habitat and Riparian Corridor are given in Section 
20.146.020 as follows: 

• 

K. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat ... An area in which plant or animal life or their • 
habitats are rare or particularly valuable because of the special nature or role in an 
ecosystem. Environmentally sensitive habitats are also areas susceptible to 
disturbance or degradation by human activities and developments. Examples are 
riparian corridors and Areas of Special Biological Significance ... 

L. Riparian Corridor... The zone of water-associated vegetation occurring in proximity 
to a river, stream or other watercourse ... 

C. County Actions 
Finding# 4 (pg 5 of Resolution# 99-423) notes that, according to the consulting biologist, Jud 
Vandevere, both the current project and the earlier three-tiered retaining walls are located in an 
area that is not considered to be environmentally sensitive. Coastal Commission staff confirmed 
with the County Planner (David Lutes, 1/21/200) that this aetermination was based on the 
Biologist's July 20, 1999 letter (included in Exhibit H) and nUm.erous phone conversations the 
County Planner had with the Biologist. The Biologist's letter indicates that no environmentally 
sensitive species· were found on the site other than two Monterey Pines (Pinus radiata), which 
are listed as CNPS Class lB species. According to the County Planner, the biologist did not 
consider the project to be within a riparian corridor because it lacked appropriate riparian 
vegetation. This has been confirmed directly with the Biologist (staff ph. con., 1125/00). 

Finding # 4, as referenced above also notes the fact that an earlier three-tiered retaining wall on 
the same slope was found not to have a significant environmental impact. File documents for 
this earlier permit (Planning Commission Resolution # 96-020; PC931 08) authorizing • 
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construction of the three-tiered retaining wall, indicated that the site did not contain 
environmentally sensitive habitat and stated that the diversity of plant and animal species on the 
site was very limited. 

D. Analysis 
The County's determination that the site is not an environmentally sensitive habitat is based on 
biological information that describes the plant and animal life present on the site. This 
information includes the Biologist's July 20, 1999 letter and subsequent phone conversations 
with the Biologist, the Forest Management Plan prepared by Ray Sumida (included in the 
Planning Commission's staff report PLN 990307), and file documents from the previous three
tiered retaining wall permit (PC931 08). Photographs have also been taken of the project area 
and the ravine showing the slope before and during construction of the retaining walls (Exhibit 
G). 

As defined, riparian corridors are considered environmentally sensitive habitats. For the site to 
be considered a riparian corridor, the presence of riparian vegetation, i.e., woody vegetation 
adapted to a moist or wet substrate is required. The biologist's July 20 letter does not note 
whether or not any riparian vegetation is present. However, as described above, the Biologist 
indicated in phone conversations that the area lacked the indicative riparian species. The 
Biologist's letter noted that of the 26 additional plant species found near the project, many were 
exotic species and none were species of concern. Furthermore, none of the four animal species 
observed on the site were species of concern. 

The 1995 Forest Management Plan lists plant material on site such as: Echium fastuosum, Pinus 
radiata, Poison Oak, Pampas grass, and Ice Plant. None of these plants are considered to be 
characteristic riparian plant species. Although Poison Oak can grow in riparian environments, it 
is also found in drier, upland habitats; Pampas grass and Ice plant are both considered exotic pest 
species. The Forest Management Plan contains management measures that include taking care to 
remove and avoid introduction of particular exotic pest species (listed as Pampas grass, Genista, 
Gorse and Eucalyptus), and recommendations that include removing all pampas grass and ice
plant from the ravine. 

Photographs taken following construction of the three-tiered retaining wall (Exhibit G) show that 
much of the existing slope had been cleared of exotic plants prior to failure of the slope in 1998. 
More recent photographs of the site show that vegetation has filled in along the western portion 
of the slope following restoration activities to mitigate for invasive plant removal and other prior 
construction activities. No description is available on what plant types are located at the bottom 
of the ravine and along much of the rest of the ravine slopes adjacent to the subject property (get 
list from biologist). 

E. Conclusions 
The County's determination that the site is not an environmentally sensitive habitat is based on 
information currently available that indicates no rare plants or animals are found on the site. The 
appellant's contention that the County's determination is wrong is not supported by the available 
evidence and therefore does not raise a significant issue. Furthermore, retaining wall 
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construction and revegetation of the site are intended to stabilize the slope and thereby minimize 
further erosion thai would degrade riparian vegetation located at the base of the ravine. No 
indigenous vegetation removal has been permitted; only those improvements necessary for the 
structural improvements have been allowed; and recommendations made by the Department of 
Fish and Game have been included as conditions of project approval. 

2. Development in Riparian Corridors 
A. Appellant's Contention 

The appellant contends that the Board of Supervisors Resolution 99-423 is contrary to LCP 
Section 20.146.040 C.2.c and C.2.d. These sections provide specific development standards for 
riparian corridors and other terrestrial wildlife habitats. The appellant contends that the project is 
completely within the 50-foot_ setback for intermittent streams and that development within the 
riparian corridor is prohibited by the LCP. 

B. Relevant LCP Policy 
Section 20.146.040 C.2.c of the Monterey County Coastal Implementation Plan states: 

Riparian plant communities shall be protected by establishing setbacks consisting of a 
150 foot open space buffer zone on each side of the bank or perennial streams and 50 feet 
on each side of the bank of intermittent streams or the extent of riparian vegetation, 
whichever is greater. The setback requirement may be modified if it can be demonstrated 
that a narrow,er corridor is sufficient to protect existing riparian vegetation. Staff may 
require that this determination of the setback and/or extent or riparian vegetation be 
made by a qualified biologist. 

Section 20.146.040 C.2.d of the Monterey County Coastal Implementation Plan states: 

No new development, including structural flood control projects, shall be allowed within 
the riparian corridor. Improvements to existing dikes and levees are allowed if riparian 
vegetation damage can be minimized and at least an equivalent amount and quality of 
replacement vegetation is planted .... 

C. County Actions _ 
Finding #1 (pg 2 of Resolution# 99-423) acknowledges that the project is within the 50 foot 
setback for intermittent streams. Although not explicitly stated, the County apparently allowed 
the setback requirement to be modified based on the Consulting Biologist's determination 
regarding the appropriate width for the setback and/or extent of riparian vegetation. Coastal 
Commission staff spoke with the County Planner regarding the riparian setback determination 
over the phone (1121/2000). The County planner confirmed that both the Biologist's July 20, 
1999 letter, stating that no biological harm would occur, and additional phone conversations with 
the biologist convinced the County that a narrower corridor was sufficient to protect existing 
riparian vegetation. The County also sought advice from the Department of Fish and Game, who 
determined that the project was required to protect the natural vegetation existing in the ravine . 

• 

• 

• 
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The Board's Resolution # 99-423 does not specifically define the setback established by the 
Biologist, nor does it include a map showing the extent of the riparian vegetation. However, it 
does condition approval of the project to include measures to minimize damage to existing 
riparian vegetation and also requires restoration of the ravine slope using native plants 
appropriate to the site. 

D. Analysis 
In 1993, the County originally granted Frank and Loretta Dittrich a Combined Coastal 
Development Permit to construct an addition to the existing single family dwelling, and variance 
for reduction in side yard setback requirements and addition to lot coverage requirements 
(Planning Commission Resolution# 93-201). In the Findings for the Variance Portion of the 
Combined Development (Finding #2, pg 3 ofResolution # 93-201), the County found that due to 
the physical and topographic constraints of the property (i.e., the septic system on the north and 
the ravine on the south side of the property) "no other area exists to develop on the site that 
would not encroach on required setbacks or septic system." The County determined that because 
the dwelling was built prior to current requirements and encroaches within the required setbacks, 
special circumstances existed to grant the variance. The County also noted that, as evident from 
Building Inspection files, similar variances had been granted for other parcels on the same block 
as that occupied by the subject parcel. 

As described above, "riparian corridors" are defined as the zone of water-associated vegetation 
occurring in proximity to a river, stream or other watercourse. The Streambed Alteration 
notification, completed by the Biologist, distinguishes the site's watercourse as a "drainage 
ditch." A "ditch" is a long narrow channel dug from the earth, thereby connoting the idea that it 
is manmade. The watercourse at the base of the ravine, known as McLean Creek, flows 
intermittently through the natural drainage established by the existing topography and hydrology 
of the area. The creek appears to originate at a spring near Coast Ridge Road, inland from 
Highway 1; archaeologic evidence supports its existence from pre-European times (staff field 
observations, c. 1974). 

While the creek can therefore be considered a natural watercourse or drainage corridor, the lack 
of appropriate riparian vegetation in the project site, as determined by the Consulting Biologist 
and the Forest Management Plan, indicates that by definition it should not be considered a 
riparian corridor. The lack of riparian vegetation in this area may be due to such causes as 
competition by invasive species or an inadequate water supply required for the establishment of 
riparian plant species. 

On the other hand, where it has been determined that riparian vegetation is present within the 
ravine, the riparian corridor would be defined by the extent of riparian vegetation present. As 
described above, the project has been determined to lie outside of the extent of any riparian 
vegetation, and therefore lies outside of any riparian corridor. Additionally, the County has 
included specific recommendations made by the Department of Fish and Game and the Forest 
Management Plan as conditions of approval. These conditions, along with conditions requiring 
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restoration of the slope with the use of native plants, are intended to provide erosion control and 
thereby minimize any impacts to riparian vegetation in the ravine. 

The County notes (on pg of Resolution# 99-423) that the consulting soil engineer has conceded 
that there is not an immediate danger to the existing dwelling at the site which sits cantilevered 
on underground piers. The County notes however, (in Finding 2) that the consulting engineer 
"considers that slope restoration cannot take place without the proposed retaining wall to insure 
slope stabilization." The Department of Fish and Game has determined that construction of the 
retaining walls is required to minimize siltation into the streambed. 

Construction of the four-tiered retaining walls is an improvement to the existing structures on the 
site because it reduces the chance of further slope failure and potential damage for the existing 
structure, in addition to minimizing further degradation of McLean Creek. 

E. Conclusions 
The appellant's contention that the project is within the 50-foot setback requirement for 
intermittent streams does not raise a substantial issue. The County's action to modifY the setback 
requirement was consistent with LCP Section 20.146.040 C.2.c, which allows such a 
determination based on observations by a qualified biologist. Construction of the proposed four
tiered retaining walls is considered by the Biologist, Soils Engineer, and Department of Fish and 
Game as necessary to protect the natural resources of the site. The County has conditioned the 

• 

project to require restoration of the slope using native plants appropriate to the site, and to • 
minimize any impacts to riparian vegetation in the ravine. The successful completion of these 
activities should serve to protect the natural resources of the site. 

3. Visual Resource Protection 
A. Appellant's Contention 

The appellant refers to Section 20.146.030 C.l.c and, by stating that the protection of visual 
access is misrepresented, apparently infers that the project does not comply with the visual 
resource protection policies of the LCP. Visual resource development standards are intended to 
protect the scenic resources of the Carmel (unincorporated) Area and to insure that new 
development will be subordinate to the natural scenic character of the area. This policy requires 
that "structures located in a public viewshed shall be designed to minimize visibility and to blend 
into the site and site surroundings." 

The appellant apparently does not agree with the finding that the retaining walls, if built as 
proposed with stone fascia, will .blend into the surrounding environment. The appellant supports 
this contention by noting that the stone facing of the three-tiered retaining walls to the west of 
the project site (built in 1996) are still clearly visible and therefore have not blended into the site 
surroundings. The appellant notes that without the conditions added by the Board of Supervisors 
requiring compacted backfill to reestablish a 1:1 slope, the approved stone-faced retaining walls 
would be the most visually intrusive design possible. 

• 
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The appellant also contends that the Planning staff did not consider other alternatives to the 
project and describes, as an example, the non-structural approach used by Caltrans along 
Highway 1 in the Carmel Highlands (see Exhibit F). 

B. Relevant LCP Policy 

Section 20.146.030 C.l.c ofthe Monterey County Coastal Implementation Plan states: 

Structures located in the public viewshed shall be designed to minimize visibility and to 
blend into the site and site surroundings. The exterior of buildings should give the 
general appearance of natural materials (e.g., .buildings are to be of weathered wood or 
painted in earth tones). The height and bulk of buildings shall be modified as necessary 
to protect the viewshed. 

C. County Actions 
Finding #3 (pg 4 of Resolution # 99-423) acknowledges that the project, located between 
Highway 1 and Yankee Point Drive, is in the public viewshed and is therefore in an area where 
visual access to the shoreline and ocean must be protected. The Planning Commission therefore 
conditioned the project to use materials, such as stone fascia and native vegetation, to minimize 
visibility of the walls and allow the project to blend in and become subordinate to the view. 
Conditions 7, 8, 9 and 10 are intended to protect existing indigenous vegetation, stabilize the 
bank, and cover the slope using appropriate native plants that will ameliorate the visual impact of 
the project. 

To ensure that revegetation of the site is successful, Resolution # 99-423 includes additional 
conditions (15, 16, and 17) requiring biological monitoring of the site for three years or "until 
assurance that the plants are established", long-term maintenance of all landscaped areas, and 
conformance with previous outstanding conditions of approval required under Resolution # 93-
201, except as modified by Resolution #99-423. 

Condition 14, requiring that planting of the subject area be completed before December 31,1999, 
or before winter rains is no longer entirely meaningful due to the timing of this appeal. 

The Board of Supervisors further modified the proposed design to include compacted backfill 
atop the retaining walls to establish a vegetated 1: 1· slope that would match existing contours of 
the ravine. The Board also required that all site runoff be channeled away from the slope to 
protect it from subsequent erosion caused by runoff, and the applicant to report back to 
Supervisor David Potter when the project is complete (Exhibit D). 

D. Analysis 
The project as proposed was to include stone fascia and revegetation of the slope in order to give 
the retaining walls the general appearance of natural materials as required by Section 20.140.030 
C.l.c of the LCP. Stone fascia would provide a more aesthetic, natural appearance to the 
retaining walls than would walls made solely of concrete blocks. Once appropriate vegetation 
were allowed to grow over the walls, in time it is likely that, if adequately maintained, the walls 
would become subordinate to the larger view of the ravine and distant ocean. 
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The Board of Supervisor's design modifications (requiring compacted backfill on top of the 
retaining walls) was apparently intended to return McLean Creek to a more natural veiwscape 
and thereby further protect the viewshed by establishing a vegetated slope that would match the 
existing slopes elsewhere in the ravine. The Board's requirement that the applicant and/or staff 
report back to Supervisor Potter also indicates that this Board member has taken a direct interest 
in successfully resolving the issues surrounding this project. 

The Consulting Soils Engineer, Mr. Dante, has questioned the feasibility of using compacted 
backfill to reestablish and stabilize a 1:1 slope as required by Resolution # 99-423. The 
Engineer notes that it is not feasible to restore a 1: 1 slope with an earth fill. He also notes that 
placing unsupported fill in front of the bottom retaining wall would have a very high potential for 
slope failure, could undermine the lower retaining wall and could lead to successive failures in 
each of the higher retaining walls. The Engineer recommends that a better solution for a stable 
slope restoration would be to require more planting with native species on the terraces adjacent 
to each of the retaining walls in order to screen the retaining walls from view. 

The Coastal Commission's Staff Engineer reviewed the project, specifically with regard to the 
issue of adding compacted backfill atop the retaining walls, and has provided review comments 
(Exhibit H). The Coastal Commission's Staff Engineer concurs that such backfill would have a 
high potential for erosion and slope failure, and recommends either that Condition 1 be modified 

• 

to require monitoring of a vegetation plan that would screen the four retaining walls, or complete • 
redesign of the slope stabilization, if possible. The Coastal Commission Staff Engineer also 
notes that the proposed retaining wall seems to be a reasonable and judicious application of 
armoring to ensure foundation stability. 

If the project were to refrain from requiring compacted backfill to reestablish the 1: 1 slope, it is 
still feasible that a vegetation plan that would screen the four walls could be accomplished using 
native shrubs and trailing plants that would, over time, fill in and substantially hide the stone 
covered retaining walls. The Engineer indicated in a response to an earlier appeal of the project, 
that the reason the three-tiered walls are still visible is because planting could not be undertaken 
until retaining wall construction is completed (see Exhibit H). This statement apparently infers 
that planting has not yet been undertaken in either the three or four-tiered retaining walls because 
final construction is not yet completed. 

With regard to project alternatives, Coastal Commission staff found no documents in the project 
file regarding whether alternative slope stabilization methods have been suggested for this site or 
reviewed by the County. However, staff has determined that the proposed project is not 
inherently contrary to LCP requirements and that the County dealt with LCP visual resource 
requirements by including mitigation measures as conditions for approval. A permit amendment 
request would have to be submitted to, and approved by, the County in order to remove the 
condition requiring compacted backfill. Such an amendment would also be required to go 
through a similar County review process and would again be open to public review and appeal. 
However, if such an amendment were approved, it is still possible that the County could 
condition the project to contain adequate vegetative screening to keep the project in conformance • 
with LCP visual resource protection policies. 
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E. Conclusions 
The appellant's contention that the project does not comply with the visual resource protection 
policies of the LCP does not raise a significant issue because the County has included 
appropriate mitigation measures to ensure that the project will blend into the surroundings of the 
site and be subordinate to views of the ravine and the Pacific Ocean from Yankee Point Drive. 
The County has also made reasonable attempts to ensure successful restoration of the ravine by 
including biological monitoring, long-term maintenance, and conformance with previous 
outstanding permit requirements as conditions of approval. (Though not specifically stated, it is 
assumed that conformance with outstanding conditions of approval under Resolution# 96-020, 
except as updated by Resolution # 99-423, are also required since the former resolution was 
approved as an amendment to Resolution# 93-201.) 

The applicant's contention that the County has not considered alternative approaches to bank 
stabilization and erosion control at the site does not raise a significant issue because the LCP 
does not contain policies requiring the County to do so. Additionally, it has been determined that 
the project as conditioned will not have any significant adverse impacts on the environment. 

4. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Consistency 
A. Appellant's Contention 

The applicant disputes that emergency conditions warranted CEQA exemptions, as described in 
Finding # 4 (pg 5 of Resolution# 99-423). The applicant contends that there was and is not now 
any emergency that endangers the structural support of the dwelling. 

B. Relevant CEQA Policy 
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding be made that 
Coastal Development Permit applications are consistent with the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA). 

Section 21080.5 (b) ( 4) exempts "Specific actions necessary to prevent or mitigate an 
emergency." 

C. County Actions 
Monterey County determined that a Categorical Exemption from environmental review of this 
project was warranted under the emergency conditions that were considered to prevail at the 
time. Slope failure occurred following 1998 winter storms that undermined a pier footing on an 
existing residence and allowed eroded sediment to deposit into an adjacent creek. 

D. Analysis 
Documents contained in the file indicated that the proposed retaining wall was necessary to 
stabilize the failed slope and protect the existing residence. While the Consulting engineer later 
conceded that there is not an immediate danger to the residence, the Commission's review of this 
appeal has not identified any environmental impacts that have not been appropriately resolved by 
the project and the County's conditions of approval. Thus, the project will not have any 
significant adverse impact on the environment within the meaning of the California 
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Environmental Quality Act. 

E. Conclusions 
While CEQA is not the standard of review for an appeal to the California Coastal Commission, it 
has been determined that the appellant's contention regarding CEQA does not raise a significant 
issue because, as conditioned the project will not have any significant adverse impact on the 
environment as protected by the Local Coastal Program. 

5. Other Appellant Contentions 
A. Appellant's Contentions 

The appellant is clearly disturbed by the applicant's activities with regard to construction of this 
project and the earlier three-tiered retaining walls. The appellant contends that by starting 
construction activities prior to obtaining building permits the applicant had been in violation of 
building regulations, and that no revocation or legal action has been taken. 

The appellant contends that undermining of the southeaSt footing was the result of construction 
activities atop the ravine ("pushing excess 'spoils' over the top of the embankment"), inadequate 
maintenance of slope revegetation efforts following construction of the westerly three-tiered 
retaining wall, roof and deck runoff, and excavation and construction of the first two tiers of the 
proposed retaining walls after El Nino rains of February 1998. 

The appellant notes that the Carmel Unincorporated/Highlands Land Use Advisory Committee 
had discussions, heard public comments and voted to deny this project on August 2, 1999, with a 
vote of 4 to 0 with 1 abstention (not 2 abstentions as described in the Board's Finding #2). The 
appellant included a list of public comments made during the meeting (see Exhibit F), and noted 
that the statement " ... that conditions of approval for the pervious permit (PC96020) be in 
compliance with grading and erosion control policies" in the second "Evidence" paragraph in 
Finding #2, was "never mentioned or even alluded to at the meeting." 

B. Conclusions 
As described above, the grounds for appeal under Coas.tal Act Section 30603 are limited to 
allegations that the development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified local 
coastal program or the public access policies of the Coastal Act~ 

While projects are sometimes begun or even completed without adequate building permits issued 
by the County, penalty fees for building code violations can be enforced by the County. 
Additionally, Planning Commission, and if necessary Board of Supervisors, hearings provide full 
review of the project, including the potential for public participation and appeal. 

With regard to the appellant's contentions as to the cause of slope failure, while these 
contentions have been taken into consideration, our review of the project, as required under 
Coastal Act Section 30603 and described above, has been limited to determining whether the 
County actions described by the appellant conform to the standards set forth by the LCP. 

• 

• 

• 
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With regard to the appellant's contention that Finding #2 (pg 3 of Resolution # 99-423) 
misrepresented recommendations made by the Carmel Unincorporated/Highlands Land Use 
Advisory Committee, it appears that this statement is incorrect. Review of the exhibits included 
in Resolution # 99-423 would indicate that the County apparently took this information directly 
from the Advisory Committee's written recommendations as submitted to the Planning and 
Building Inspection Department (see Exhibit E). 

E. Substantial Issue Analysis -Conclusions 
In conclusion, the appeal does not raise a substantial issue in teims of compliance with the LCP 
ordinances related to environmentally sensitive habitat, riparian corridor, and visual resource 
protection policies. As conditioned, Resolution # 99-423 conforms with LCP policies and as 
modified by the Department of Fish and Game and the Board of Supervisors, protects the natural 
resources of the Carmel Highlands area as required by the Monterey County Certified Local 
Coastal Program, including the Carmel Area Land Use Plan . 
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Before the Board of Supervisors in and for the 
County of Monterey, State of California 

Resolution No. 99-4.23 ) 
Resolution to deny the Appeal of Harold ) 
Seyferth from the decision of the Planning ) 
Commission approving a Coastal ) 
Development Permit and Design Approval for ) 
Frank and Loretta Dittrich for the ) 
construction of four tiered concrete retaining ) 
walls on a washed-out slope located at 46 
Yankee Point Drive, fronting on and westerly ) 
ofYankee Point Drive in the Yankee Point ) 
area of the Coastal Zone. ) 

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission of the County of Monterey on September 8th, 
1999 heard the fmdings and evidence for a proposed four tiered concrete retaining wall to 
stabilize a washed-out slope located on the property of Frank and Loretta Dittrich at 46 Yankee 
Point Drive in the Yankee Point Area of the Coastal Zone. 

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission approved said findings (Resolution #99056) WI. 
conditions for approval of the project in concert with application fot a Streambed· Alterati 
Permit from the California Department ofFish and Game. · 

· WHEREAS, the California Department of Fish and Game did grant a ".J 603 Lake and· 
Streambed Alteration Permit" to complete construction of the partially completed retaining walls· 
benveen October 8 and October 15, 1999, with the permit expiring on December 31, 1999. 

WHEREAS, the California Department of Fish and Game did note appropriate project 
review under the California Environmental Quality Act and accepted Planning Commission 
Resolution #99056 with additional conditions of approval; namely, (1) that construction shall be 
completed while the work site is dry, and (2) that cement shall not be allowed to come in contact 
with creek water during the concrete pour for a 30 day curing period following the concrete pour. 

WHEREAS, the consulting civil engineer, Richard Dante, did concede that there is not an 
immediate danger to the well-constructed, cantilevered structure resting on underground piers 
adjacent to the bank of MacClean Creek and that jute netting serves temporarily to stabilize the 
slope along with the partially completed retaining walls and modification to the down drain from 
Yankee Point Drive. 

WHEREAS, California Coastal Commission staff state that pursuant to State Law and the 
County Local Coastal Program, the Department of Fish and Game recommendations should be 
followed, but only after careful County consideration of the project and consideration th. 
temporary measures have been taken to assure that no immediate danger is present to the 
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structures at the site . 

WHEREAS, Harold Seyferth did file a timely appeal from the decision of the Planning 
Commission to approve the completion of the retaining walls as proposed. 

'· 

' WHEREAS, the appeal from Mr. Seyferth was submitted to the Board for a decision on 
November l71

h, 1999, and the mater was considered as a hearing de novo. 

NOW, THEREFORE, having considered all the written and documentary information 
submitted, the staff reports, oral testimony, and other evidence presented before the Board of 
Supervisors, the Board now renders its decision to deny the appeal and approve the following 
findings, evidence and conditions in support of the Dittrich Coastal Development Permit and 
Design Approval as follo~s: 

L FINDING: 

EVIDENCE: 

RESOLUTION NO. 99056 
APN # 243-141-015-000 

FINDINGS AND DECISION 

The Coastal Development Permit and Design Approval 
allows for a four-tiered, concrete block retaining wall on a 
washed-out slope to provide soil support and slope 
stabilization for the pier footings of an existing single family 
dwelling. The parcel is located westerly of Highway 1, 

. fronting on and westerly of Yankee Point Drive at 46 Yankee 
Point Drive (Assessor's Parcel Number 243-141-015-000), 
Yankee Point area in the Coastal Zone. The development 
will occur on a 0.42 acre parcel zoned Low Density 
Residential, one unit per acre ("LDR/1 (20) (CZ)"). The 
project as described with the accompanying materials 
contained in the application file, and as conditioned, is 
consistent with the plans, policies, requirements and 
standards of the Carmel Local Coastal Program, the Carmel 
Coastal Implementation Plan (Part 4), and the Monterey 
County Coastal Implementation Plan (Part 1 ). 
Staff reviewed the project as contaiped in the application and 
accompanying materials for consistency with: 
1.) The certified Carmel Area Land Use Plan. 
2.) Chapter 20.146 of the Monterey County Coastal 
Implementation Plan (Part 4)-Regulations for Development 
in the Carmel Area Land Use Plan Area; and in particular 
Section 20.146.040 C. 2. c. requiring setbacks from riparian 
plant communities. This section states that determination of 
a setback and/or extent of riparian vegetation is made by a 
qualified biologist. Also, advice from the Department ofFish 
and Game has been sought. A representative of Fish and r----------------, 
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2. 

Game has classified the ravine as a streambed and that places 
the project within the minimum 50' setback of an 
intermittent stream bank (Section 20.146.040 C. 2. of the 
Coastal Implementation Plan). Yet, the consulting biologist, 
consulting engineer and Fish and Game representative all 
consider the project necessary to protect the natural 
vegetation existing in the ravine. 
3.) The certified Monterey County Coastal Implementation 
Plan (Part I)-Regulations for Low Density Residential 
Zoning Districts or "LDR (CZ)" Districts. 

EVIDENCE: Plans and materials contained in File Nos. PC93108 and 
PLN 990307. 

FINDING: The parcel is located in a Design Control or "D" District 
which requires action by the Planning Commission pursuant 
to Chapter 20.44 of the Monterey County Coastal ~ 

Implementation Plan (Part 1). The Planning Commission is 
provided the opportunity to suggest any changes in the plans 
of the proposed retaining walls deemed necessary to 
accomplish the purpose of the aforementioned Chapter. To 
this end,- the applicant has provided the Planning 
Commission with a Design Approval Request and a 
statement of materials to be used. 

EVIDENCE: Consulting soils engineer, Richard Dante, specifies that the 
fourwtiered concrete walls shall be faced with stone as was 
approved for the other, three-tiered retaining walls on the 

(same slope (see File No. PC93103). This requirement has 
)>een since modified by the Board of Supervisors to require 

/compacted backfill against the retaining walls to match the 
-:adjacent slopes (see Finding and Evidence no. 8 below). 
Appropriate native planting will be allowed to grow over the 
walls in order to subordinate the visual impact of the walls to 
the larger view of the ravine and distant ocean. 

EVIDENCE: The Carmel Unincorporated/Highlands Land Use Advisory 
Committee recommended denial of. the project with a vote of 
4 to 0 with 2 abstaining on August 2nd, 1999. Comments 
stated by Committee members and neighbors in attendance 
include the following: (1) that the partially completed wall 
should be removed as designed and the slope returned to a 
natural state with proper vegetation that is typical of this 
creek slope; and (2) that conditions of approval for the 
previous permit (PC96020) be in compliance with grading 
and erosion control policies. 

• 

• 

EVIDENCE: Consulting soils engineer, Richard Dante of Soil Surveys, • 
Inc., considers that slope restoration cannot take place 
without the proposed retaining wall to insu~r£.e.....:;.;sl~o~·e::..._ ____ 
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stabilization. Staff is responding to the Advisory Committee 
concerns by recommending Conditions Nos. 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 
15, 16, and 17 requiring that the slope be restored with 
appropriate native vegetation. To be consistent with 
previous conditions of approval, it was recommended that 
the proposed concrete block walls be faced with stones or 
alternative stone "sculpting" to better harmonize with the 
existing slope. This condition has been further modified by 
the Board of Supervisors to require compacted backfill 
against the retaining walls to match the adjacent slopes (see 
Finding and Evidence no. 8 below). It is recommended 
further that ceanothus cultivars be planted so as to allow 
vegetation to cover the compacted backfill in order to restore 
the slope to a more natural vegetated condition. 

FINDING: The project is consistent with the Visual Resource 
Development Standards of the Coastal Implementation Plan 
(Part 4). Pursuant to Section 20.146.030, the project was 
evaluated in terms of the impact on the public viewshed from 
Highway 1 and Yankee Point Drive. The project is located in 
an area where visual access to the shoreline and ocean must 
be protected. The proposed retaining walls are within and 
along the perimeter of the ravine that provides public views 
of the shoreline and the Pacific Ocean from Yankee Point 
Drive. Although the project is located v.-ithin this sensitive 
visual access area, construction of the walls will be 
subordinate to and will blend into the surrounding 
environment, thereby ensuring that visual access, rather than 
physical access, is emphasized. Conditions of project 
approval have been incorporated herein ensuring that 
existing visual access from scenic viewing corridors along 
the project frontage of Yankee Point Drive is permanently 
protected. The project will utilize native planting to restore\ 

I 

the vegetated slope. · 
EVIDENCE: Section 20.146.030 C.l.c. of the Coastal Implementation 

Plan (Part 4) states that structures in the viewshed be 
designed to minimize visibility and blend into the site and 
surroundings. 

EVIDENCE: Plans and photographs taken of the partially completed 
project as found in File No. PLN990307 and attached to this 
report. 

EVIDENCE: Condition numbers 2, 4, 8, 15 and 17 which require retaining 
walls to be constructed, but with the added Board of 
Supervisor's conditions (Conditions 1, 2 and 3 on page 11) 
that the retaining walls be covered with compacted backfill 
to match the adjacent contours of the slope. ....----· ------. 
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FINDING: A Categorical Exemption from environmental review of this 
project is declared under the emergency conditions stated in 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

EVIDENCE: California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Guidelines, 
Section 21080 (b) (4) and Section 15269 (c), "Specific 
actions necessary to prevent or mitigate an emergency." The 
heavy 1998 winter rains washed out a portion of the slope 
that exposes a pier footing and endangers structural support 
of the single-family dwelling. 

EVIDENCE: Letter from consulting engineer, Richard Dante of Soils 
Survey, Inc. 

EVIDENCE: The former Coastal Development Permit (PC93108) for a 
three-tiered retaining wall on the same slope just westerly of 
the current project was not considered to have a significant 
environmental impact. The area in which both projects are 
located is not considered to be environmentally sensitive 
according to consulting biologist, Jud V andevere. 

FINDING: The project is consistent with the Archaeological Resources 
Development Standards of the Implementation Plan (Part 4). 
Pursuant to Section 20.146.090, the earlier project (931 08) 
required an archaeological report because the project site is 
located in a high archaeological sensitive area. An 
archaeological survey was conducted on the project site by 
Archaeological Consulting on December 17, 1992. The 
materials observed appear to represent deposits related to the 
site CA-MNT-1331, recorded immediately west of the 
subject parcel. However, the deposits on the subject parcel 
are sparse and have already been disturbed by existing 
development. Nonetheless, a condition has been placed on 
the project to stop further work on the project site in the 
event that archaeological resources are found during 
construction. 

EVIDENCE: Plans, materials, and Archaeological Report prepared by 
Archaeological Consulting on Deeember 17, 1992 contained 
in File No. PC93108 and Condition No. 11. 

6. FINDING: The establishment, maintenance, or operation of the project 
applied for will not, under the circumstances of this 
particular case, be detrimental to the health, safety, peace, 
morals, comfort, and general welfare of persons residing or 
working in the neighborhood or to the general welfare of the 
County. 

·,.:·. 

• 

• 

EVIDENCE: The project as described m the application and 
accompanying materials contained in the application file wa.S 

~-------------------------------------
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reviewed by the Department of Planning and Building 
Inspection, the Division of Environmental Health, the 
Cannel Highlands Fire Protection District, Public Works 
Department, Water Resources Agency, the Cannel 
Highlands Fire Protection District and the Cannel 
Unincorporated/Highlands Land Use Advisory Committee. 
The preceding agencies have recommended conditions where 
appropriate to ensure the project will not have an adverse 
effect on the health, safety, and welfare of persons either 
residing or working in the neighborhood or the County in 
generaL The California Department of Fish and Game has 
determined that the project will protect the environment from 
pot.ential erosion. 

Opposition to the project has been expressed by those in 
attendance at the Cannel Unincorporated!Highlands Land 
Use Advisory Committee (see recommendation from the 
Committee under Finding no. 2 above). Coastal 
Commission staff has expressed concern that slope 
restoration be done in a timely manner. 

FINDING: The Coastal Development Permit, as approved by the 
. Planning Commission, is appealable to the Board of 
Supervisors and the Coastal Commission. 

EVIDENCE: Sections 20.86.070 and 20.86.080 of the Monterey County 
Coastal Implementation Plan (Part 1 ). 

FINDING: Upon the appeal of the project to the Monterey County 
Board of Supervisors on November 16th, 1999, the project 
was approved with three additional conditions of approval" 
namely: (1) that the finished project shall be ~ade to match\\ 
the contours of the adjacent slope by placing compacted fill \ 
against the retaining walls, and with jute netting to hold the J 

soil in place, plant appropriate native vegetation on the slope} 
to cover the disturbed slope; (2) that all site runoff shall be ; 
channeled away from the slope so as not to erode the slope/ 
and (3) that the applicant report back to Supervisor David·. 
Potter as to the status of the project when completed. 

EVIDENCE: Duplicated tape recording of the County of Monterey Board 
of Supervisors meeting ofNovember 16th, 1999 at I 1:15AM: 
the Frank Dittrich Coastal Development Permit and Design 
Approval, PLN990307. 

EVIDENCE: Follow-up phone call to Supervisor David Potter by staff to 
con:finn the intent of his motion for approval with three 
added conditions . 

EVIDENCE: Further conditions placed on the project to 
~--------------~ 
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· approval of the project by the County Board of Supervisors 
on November 16th, 1999, shown below as Conditions 1, 2 
and 3 on page 11 of this Resolution. 

DECISION 

1. The Coastal Development Permit and Design Approval allows for the 
completion of the four-tiered concrete block retaining wall to prevent slope 

· failure at the ravine area of the subject property. The Board of Supervisors 
approval is conditioned upon the placement of compacted backfill against 
the walls to match the existing adjacent slopes. After placement of jute 
netting on the compacted backfill, the applicant .shall revegetate the slope 
using appropriate native plant cultivars as recommended by both the 

·-consulting biologist and soils engineer, Jud Vandevere and Richard Dante, 
respectively. The parcel is located easterly of Highway 1 fronting on, and 
westerly of Yankee Point Drive 46 Yankee Point Drive (Assessor's Parcel 
Number 243-141-015-000), Yankee Point area in the Coastal Zone. 

The-proposed project does encroach on the 50-foot setback from a wetland 
area, but according to the recommendation from a consulting biologist, 
consulting engineer and a representative from the State Department of Fish 

.. and Game, is necessary to protect the natural resources at the site. Apart 
from encroachment upon the streambed area requiring mitigating conditions 
established by the consulting biologist and State Department of Fish and 
Game, the project is consistent with County ordinances and land use 
regulations subject to the following terms and conditions. 

Neither the uses nor the construction allowed by this permit shall commence 
unless, and until all of the conditions of this permit are met to the 
satisfaction of the Director ofPlanning and Building Inspection. Any use or 
construction not in substantial conformance with the terms and conditions of 
this permit is a violation of County regulations and may _ __resu!!_in 

_modific~#cm or revocation of this permit and subsequent legal action. No 
use or construction other than that specified by this permit is allowed unless 
the appropriate authorities approve additional-permits. (Planning and 
Building Inspection) 

Prior to the issuance of Bufldin2 Permit: 

2. The property owner shall provide certification from a registered civil 
engineer that the retaining walls and planting have been constructed 
according to plans provided by Richard Dante of Soil Surveys, Inc. CVV ater 
Resources Agency & Planning and Building Inspection) 

• 
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, .. · .. with the Department of Fish and Game to assure that the slope restoration 
plans protect the natural resources of the site. The property owner shall 
provide evidence that the Department of Fish and Game approves the 
proposed conditions of approval for the County's Coastal Development 
Permit plus any additional conditions required by said Department prior to 
issuance of a building permit. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

4. The owner of the property shall record a deed restriction indicating that "All 
exterior design changes to the retaining walls be approved by the Director of 
Planning and Building Inspection." This condition serves to make the 
present owner of the property aware of Monterey County's concerns related 
to design changes within the public and scenic viewshed, and serves as a 
notice to any subsequent owners of the property of the aforesaid concerns. 
This deed restriction shall be recorded prior to issuance of building or 
grading pennits.(Planning and Building Inspection) 

5. 

6. 

The property owner agrees as a condition and in consideration of the 
approval of this discretionary development permit that it will, pursuant to 
agreement and/or statutory provisions as applicable, including but not 
lin;:tited to Government Code Section 66474.9, defend, indemnify and hold 
harmless the County of Monterey or its agents, officers and employees 
from any claim, action or proceeding against the County or its agents, 
officers or employees to attack, set aside, void or annul this approval, 
which action is brought within the time period provided for under law, 
including but not limited to, Government Code Section 66499.37, as 
applicable. The property owner will reimburse the county for any court 
costs and attorney's fees which the County may be required by a court to 
pay as a result of such action. County may, at its sole discretion, 
participate in the defense of such action; but such participation shall not 
relieve applicant of his obligations under this condition. An agreement to 
this effect shall be recorded upon demand of County Counsel or 
concurrent with the issuance ofbuilding permits, use of the property, filing 
of the final map, whichever occurs first and as applicable. The County 
shall promptly notify the property owner of any such claim, action or 
proceeding and the County shall cooperate fully in the defense thereof If 
the County fails to promptly notify the property owner of any such claim, 
action or proceeding or fails to cooperate fully iii the defense thereof, the 
property owner shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify or 
hold the county harmless. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

The applicant shall record a notice, which states: "A permit (Resolution 
#990307) was approved by the Monterey County Planning Commission for 
Assessor's Parcel Number 243-141-015-000 on September 8th, 1999. The 
permit was granted subject to 23 conditions of approval, which run with the 
land. A copy of the permit is on file with the Monterey County Planning 
and Building Inspection Department." Proof of recordation of this notice 
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shall be furnished to the Director of Planning and Building Inspection prior 
to issuance of building or grading permits. (Planning and Building 
Inspection) 

7. Native trees which are located close to the construction site shall be 
protected from inadvertent damage from construction equipment by 
wrapping trunks with protective materials, avoiding fill of any type against 
the base of the trunks and avoiding an increase in soil depth at the feeding 
zone or drip line of the retained trees. Said protection methods shall be 
demonstrated prior to issuance of building permits subject to the approval of 
the Director of Planning and Building Inspection. (Planning and Building 

8. 

Inspection) · 

The entire disturbed slope of the property, including all bare areas on the 
s19Pe.(>f the ravine and the tiers between the retaining walls, ·shall be 
landscai)ed in accordance with the recommendations of the consulting 
biologist and soils engineer. A primary factor in review of a planting plan 
will be to stabilize the bank and cover the slope. Appropriate native plants 
that serve to grow over compacted backfill placed against the retaining wall 
to visually subordinate the wall to the natural vegetated ravine shall ·be 
required. The applicant shall provide evidence that the consulting biologist 
and soils engineer have reviewed the planting plans for the slope and 
approve of the location, size, genus and species of the plants chosen. At 
least three weeks prior to final inspection, three copies of a landscaping plan 
shall be· submitted to the Director of Planning and Building Inspection for 

· approval. The landscaping plan shall be in sufficient detail to identify the 
location, species, and size of the proposed landscaping materials and shall be 
accompanied by a nursery or contractors estimate of the cost of installation 
of the plan. Before issuance of a final building permit, landscaping shall be 
installed. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

9. Landscape plans shall apply xeriscape principles, including such techniques 
and materials as native plants·and drip irrigation systems and timing devices. 
(Water Resources Agency) 

During Construction: 

10. That all cut and fill slopes exposed during the course of construction be 
covered, seeded, or othenvise treated to control erosion, subject to the 
review and approval of the Planning and Building Inspection Department 
prior to final inspection. (Planning and Building Inspection) 
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11. 

1. 

If, during the course of construction, cultural, archaeological, historical or 
palentological resources are uncovered at the site (surface orsubsurface 
resources) work shall be halted immediately.within 50 meters (165 feet) of 
the find until it can be evaluated by a qualified professional archaeologist. 
The Monterey County Planning and Building Inspection Department and a 
qualified archaeologist (i.e., an archaeologist registered with the Society of 
Professional Archaeologists) shall be immediately contacted by the 
responsible individual present on-site. When contacted, the project planner 
and the archaeologist shall immediately visit the site to determine the extent 
of the resources and to develop proper mitigation measures required for the 
discovery. (Planning and Building Inspection Department) 

12. All areas on the parcel immediately outside of the project site shall be 
adequately screened from workers and equipment during construction. Said 
protection method shall be demonstrated prior to issuance of building 
permits subject to the approval of the Director of Planning and Building 

· Inspection. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

13. That all pampas grass and ice plant is removed from the ravine area on the 
property as was required by the Forest Management Plan prepared by Ray 
Sumida as found in Planning and Building Inspection File No 9} IQ8 and 
required by the Board of Supervisors on appeal on April 23rti: 1996. ~ 
(Planning and Building Inspection) 

14. Planting of the subject area shall assure establishment of the plants before 
December 3P1

, 1999, or before winter rains. (Planning and Building 
Inspection) 

Continuous Permit Conditions: 

15. A consulting biologist or horticulturist shall be retained to monitor the 
growing condition of the plants to assure the coverage of the slope ·and walls / 
to harmonize with the natural vegetated ravine. The consultant biologist 1 

shall provide an annual report for a three-year period, or until assurance that 
the plants are established. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

16. The applicant shall continuously maintain all landScaped areas and/or fences 
and all plant material shall be continuously maintained in a litter-free, weed
free, healthy, growing condition. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

17. The applicant shall remain subject to outstanding conditions of approval 
placed on the Coastal Development Permit approved by Resolution 930201, 
Planning and Building Inspection file number PC931 08, except as updated 
by the current permit approved by Resolution 990307, Planning and 
Building Inspection file number PLN990307, as it relates to the restoration 
of the subject slope. (Planning and Building Inspection) 
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Further Conditions Placed Upon the Project Pursuant to the Department ofFish and Game 
"1603 Lake and Streambed Alteration Permit": • 

1. That construction shall be completed while the work site is dry. 

2. That cement shall not be allowed to come in contact with creek water during the concrete 
pour for a 30 day curing period following the concrete pour. 

3. That the Department of Fish and Game "1603 Lake and Streambed Alteration Permit" 
shall expire on December 31.5', 1999. 

Further Conditions Placed Upon the Project Pursuant to Approval of the Project bv the 
County Board of Supervisors on November 161

h. 1999: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

That the finished project match the existing, adjacent contours of the slope by placing 
compacted fill against the slope, covering the four retaining walls. With the aid of jute 
netting, the applicant shall plant appropriate native vegetation on the compacted fill 
covering the disturbed slope in order to return McLean Creek to a more natural 
viewscape. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

That all site runoff be channeled away from the slope, including building gutters, deck 
and other impermeable surfaces, so as not to erode the slope. (Planning and Building 
Inspection) · 

That the applicant and/or staff report back to Supervisor David Potter when the project i. 
completed. (Planning and Building Inspection) 

Upon motion of Supervisor Potter , seconded by Supervisor 
Calcagno , and carried by those members present, the Board of 

Supervisors approves the Combined Development Permit, by the following vote, to wit: 

AYES: Supervisors Salinas, Pennycook, Calcagno, Johnsen & Potter. 

NOES: None. 

ABSENT: None. 

I, SALLY R. REED, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Monterey, State of 
California, hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of an original order of said Board 
Supervisors duly ma,de .. a.nd entered in the minutes thereof at page .::::_ of Minute Book l..Q__, on 
Novembef 1?,.- .. J999 .,.,.,.,J ...... •f .. 

Datecl;_.ko~~~ 1 1999 

j 

····-------

• 
I 

{ 
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SALLY R. REED, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, 
Co ty ofMontere , Sta e of California. 
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.A.cL..Lon bv Land Use Advi.s'-'l ·~ 
~ -

Planning & Building Inspection Department 
Monterey County Courthouse 

240 Church Street 
Salinas, California 

. (831) 755-5025 

Advisory Committee: Carmel Unincorporated!Highlands 

Please submit your recommendations for this application by :N!onday, August 0 2~ 1999. 

The Decision Making Body is: 

Project Title: DITTRICH FRANK A & LORETTA E 
File Number: PLN990307 
File Type: PC 
Planner: LUTES 
Location: 46 YANKEE POINT DR CARMEL 
Project Description: 
A Coastal Development Permit and Design Approval for the construction of four-tiered concrete retaining walls 
(already partially completed without permit) on washed-out slope. The project amends a previously approved 
project for a three-tiered retaining wall now constructed at a more westerly location on the same slope from the 
:urrent proposal. The property is fronting on and westerly of Yankee Point Drive, located at 46 Yankee Point 
Drive (APN 243-141-015-000) in the Yankee Point area ofthe Coastal Zone. 

:ommittee Action 
:Rec?punendation): 
\.yes:~ No~ Abstain: 2. 

• 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA OFFICE 
72~ FRONT STREET, STE, 300 

SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060 
831) 427-4863 

HEARING IMPAIRED: (415) 904-5200 APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT 
DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

GRAY DAVIS, Governor 

RECEIV 
OEC 2 0 1999 

CALIPORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing 
This Form. 

SECTION I. Appellant(s) 

Name, mailing address and telephone number of appellant(s): 
. . . ~ ' 

PAUL- J+, ERN f:if".5 r 

SECTION II. Decision Being Appealed 

1. Name of local/port 

Area Code Phone No. 

government: couNTY or- MDNT'&'"Rt:~Y ·- 8o/f-R-J) tJP soPe:RVISD_I($ 

• 

• 
3. Development's location (street address, assessor's parcel 

no., cross street, etc.): #-b YJtiJI<f::''"tl POINT DR, ctri!MtrL .CA,Cl3'?23 APi*2:'1."3-141·-lJIS" 
w£:S77?/.2l.."'l at=: ~h"LiF, H/6Hwlt'r 1

1
APP1<0Xim411!t....Y 24':) 1 ~r or: l~$CTC71tJN w;TH 
. elt~mez. Rl Vteir!/+ Dt:, 

4. Description of decision being appealed: 

a. Approva 1.; 

b. Approval 

c. Denial: __ ~------------------------------------~ 
Note: For jurisdictions with a t"ota1 LCP, deRial 

decisions by a local government cannot be appeal€d unless 
the development is a major energy or public works project. 
Denial decis1ons by port governments are not appealable. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY COMMISSION: 

DISTRICT: Cpo~ ~ 

H5: 4/88 -

EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 2) 

5. Decision being appealed was made by (check one): 

a. _Planning Director/Zoning 
Administrator 

b. }S_eity C:Ql:l:J:I:C:!i:l/Boa rd of 
Supervisors 

6. 

7. 

c. _Planning Commission 

d. 

SECTION III. Identification of Other Interested Persons , 

Give the names and addresses of the following parties. (Use 
additional paper as necessary.) 

a. Name and mailing address of permit applicant: 
PR, ~IfNI< ALND ,j..Ot42ilrffA //rT'7'P.tC.H 

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified 
(either verbally or .in writing) at the ~/county/~ hearing(s). 
Include other parties which you know to be interested and should 
receive notice of this appeal. 

( 1 ) /VII<, HAti20W H, S(;YFffi2TH . 
50 YlhYKi:--z? P¢t/!JT 01!.,. 

( 2) hi/? t W tL Li mirf ;-,: 0/!JIC ;::r(J 
lj 2. Ylf-NI<ri:E: PatNt 0/:..,. 

( 3) hi~ .. .S"ffnVi?L ( Ll:=7VA) l3EU...I 
B v, BoX. ;'(.2. :3Soe . 
CA-Bti'IE"'l-;CA, . 9.0"~i'Z;2. 

{ 4) mRs. Tft(.)rn/t-.S ( vd261NiA) RoB~r:SON 
.3$ YltNK&'7f" POiNT DR.~. 

SECTION IV.· Reasons Supporting This Appeal 

Note: Appeals of local government coastal permit decisions are 
limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal 
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance 
in completing this section, which continues on the next page. 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL P(RMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 3) • 
State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a s.ummary 
description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan, or Port Master 
Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is 
inconsistent and the reasons the decision warrants a new hearing. 
(Use additional paper as necessary.) 
DI!C..iS ION cotvntltll.'l TO CDA-67?tt. IM.Pt...E:MS'NTTt-ntJAJ PLitN (PA-RT iL) 

.s~:cnDAJ a..o,JI./-l:r,olf-0 BAJ , c,2,c. .. AJV~> c.2. .. d 

t.INJ)f:rl!./fliiVIJ..lcy OF P/t:ne.. F"(;;r07?N6t5 {ONL-Y Olo.JB,) ~ T7'tf;r R.t::SOL.T "i5l-- Pi.J.Sff/AJ6 /i(lc;t:l::-s5 
1'.Jf1'01LS ".(Dif!r A-NO A.IX.!<) 0~ "'!'He 7DP OP'TH'I!T IIQ1JB/I'ft.ll</lttl.:if'N7j W/1'/Ci'l }(li..Lf::t7J 7"f'r/f!' ~16tiJif'L .. J.. 

p; •. ,~tti.f1'S, · .Si>o77'1 I1141N'T"''t"..UJt'Nt!E' OF A- Reve<!!nE??W7DN E~r ( Dl~ez::Tii?tJ gy ./t. ~O(lli 
IU>PI#"Z) COAIDITUJIJ P/llNtl Al..()N~t?'Y eoLVvTY) /(J.LJ..Ji!V 1?ttr AJI:t#l..l P'-tif/UTS _ Jloor:= ~JJ ~1<:, 
RJ)N!)F/= IfNI) 7'1t1?' ll..l..~ ~AVIt'T1lJN ~ Ct!>NST';f!!l..u"T:UY\1 o/:: Tlk/1' FiJeSTT'IAJo-77E!';eS ' 
oJ1.! 77h? PI:OI+:?Sl?V I<~NINL7 WA!rLL At::71::"?( il?!J.. N//.:fo ,/flt'INS ~ P'l/i!8ii1V/ffii.Y I~ 
!!JftvS&ZJ JITNY s...DSS oFSv,t;¥-lo.Q;- PDA "1"HS PltnJ.,. 

FtNOIN.$ #2- A-r TltE ttDv,SQ(!Y ct>hfMt777:?1i' /flintte~m Pv&.tc t!lZMIY!tnvr ;r;vo t.•t?dlnttT7'/!l:T 
/)ISt!t)SSIOAI ,iif7\l{) i'On?' /,U.~ttr~tr nt/5/f!t.-.::r'F'Ifll " 
PiJ8UC C OA1#11::f'1\17'5 '-<Jt:PU!i e . . 
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Note: .The above description need not be a complete or exhaustive 
statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be 
sufficient discussion for staff to determine that the appeal is 
allowed by law. The appellant. subsequent to filing the appeal, may 
submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to 
support the appeal request. 

SECTION V. Certification 

The.1nformation and facts stated above are correct to the best of 
my/our knowledge. 

Signature of Appellant(s) or 
Authorized Agent 

Date /?EZeh?B~ l'f 11'1'1 

NOTE: If signed by agent, appellant(s) 
must also sign below. 

Section VI. Agent Author1zat1on 

I/We hereby authorize . to act as my/o.uri 

-. 

EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 

representative and to bind me/us in all matters concerning this ~· 
a ppea 1. r~---:-....:..___:..L--1 

S1gnature of Appellant(s) 

nr~ 
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EXHIBIT G 
Photographs 
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Photo I. (August 1992) McLean Creek ravine and existing structure at 46 Yankee Point Drive, which was 
purchased by Frank and Loretta Dittrich in summer of 1992. Existing slope below residence is covered 
with rocks, pine needles and pampas grass but no evidence of riparian vegetation. (Photo submitted by 
applicant.) 

Photo 2. (August 1992) Existing residence at top of ravine. Existing slope cover includes rock debris and 
pine needles and sparse vegetative cover. (Photo submitted by RPJ>licant.) 
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Photo 3. (February 1996) View of slope during construction of(addition/remodel)ofDittrich residence 
approved by previous coastal permit. Applicant notes that no dirt or debris was pushed over the bank. 
Rocks shown in this photo had existed on slope prior to construction as shown in 1992 photos. (Photo 
submitted by applicant.) 

EXHIBIT NO. 
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~ I Photo 4. Pre-February 1998 photo of Dittrich Property, showing earlier retaining wall on south western 
:z: end of property and jute nettting used for revegetation of ravine slope. (Photo from project file.) 
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llotographs of \J.arLcan Creel 
I ')98 Storm 2-2w9R 

I. VIacLeau Cret.'l< West of Yaul;.ee Point Drin- 2. i\lacLean Creek East of Yani•Lt' Point UriH~ 
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hotographs of l\b1d ,ean ( 'ret.• I, 
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[~s.r-] 1998 Storm 2-2-98 

• 5. Showing sub.icct from Yani«.'C Point Drh e. Note I rmas rcgmwth nf natuntl 'l'gdation . 

• 6. Shu" ing subject (!anwt!e and hu.:k of 'l'getation. 
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SURVEYS 
INC. 

103 CHURCH ST. • SALINAS, CALIFORNIA 93901 • TELEPHONE C406l 757-2172 

Building Inspector 
Monterey County Department of Building Inspection 
1200 Aguajito Road 
Monterey CA 93940 

May 19, 1999 

RE: Calculations and Plan For Multi-Level Retaining Walls For Residence at 46 Yankee Point Drive 

Dear Inspector: 

I have inspected retaining walls at this project which are partially constructed and are identified as Retaining 
Walls A, Band Con the attached Plan and on the structural calculations; I have also reviewed construction 
photographs for steel placement and footing excavations. From my inspections and field measurements I 
certify that the partially completed retaining walls are constructed as indicated by the design calculations 
and the calculation cross section for each wall; the calculations show that each of these walls is stable and 
is being properly constructed. 

• Retaining Wall Dis a new retaining wall to be constructed along the top level per the design calculations 
for this wall. 

• 

These retaining walls will help provide sail support for the pier footings near the front of the building and 
will stabilize the slope below the front and side of the existing building. The retaining walls are to be faced 
with rock (similar to the rear yard retaining walls) for esthetic purposes. 
If you have any further questions regarding this certification, please contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

SOIL SURVEYS. INC. 

/~/~--;1 
·Richard E. Dante, P .E. 

RED/red 
c.c. Dr. and Mrs. Frank Dittrich 

Mr. Bill Callahan, Contractor 
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------------------------------ ----------------------------- ---------------------------

David Lutes 

dud Uandeuere 
Biological Consulting 

93 Uia Uentura 
Monterey, CA 93948 

20 July99 

Monterey County Planning and Bullding Inspection Department 
P.O.Baxl208 -
Salinas 93902 

Re: Retaining wall at 46 Yankee Point Drtve, cannel Riviera- Dittrich. 

Dear Mr. Lutes: 

As you know, on 16 July 99, I visited the site of a partially completed 
retalning wall on the Dittrtch property. at 46 Yankee Point Drive. in the 
Carmel Riviera. The only species of concern that appears to be affected 
by the project is Monterey pine, Ptnus radtata, CNPS List lB. TWo mature 
trees are growing on each side of the wall. The pine between the wall and 
the Drive appears to be seriously affected by pitch canker. Fusarium 
subgluttnans forma specialls ptnt. The pine on the ocean side of the wall 
does not seem to be afflicted. 

Although healthy, the pine on the ocean side of the wall iB mature. 
Monterey pines are among the fastest growing and shortest lived of all 
pines. The trees on either side of the wall could be replaced some day 
with canker resistant p.lnes, when they are developed. Some of the roots 
of these trees were cut in excavating for the project. 

A planted ceanothus cultiva..r .Is above and on the drive side of the wall. 

If requested. I could prepare a Jist of the 26 additional plant species near 
the project. Many are exotic and none are taxa of concem. 

Four animal species -were observed. none are species of concern. 

In my opinion. no biological harm will occur when the work iS completed. 
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mTTRICH PROPERTY, 46 YANKEE PT. DRIVE, CARMEL RIVIERA 
List of Species Encountered in Me Clain Creek on 16 July~ 

Trees: 

Pinus radtata Monterey pine {roots of 2 nearby) 

Shrubs, Subsbrubs and Wo~ Vines: 

Ageratfna adenophora 
Ceanothus (hybrld)(planted) 
Echtumsp. 
Gentsta monspessulana 
Mtmulus aurantfacus 
Rubus urslnus 
Solanum douglasii 
Toxicodendron dlversilobum 

Herbaceous Species: 

sticky ageratina 
ceanothus 
tower of jewels 
French broom 
sticky monkey flower 
California blackberry 
Douglas' nightshade 
poison oak 

Avena barbata slender wild oat 
Bromus diandrus ripgut grass 
Calystegla macrostegia ssp. cyclostegla coast morning-glory 
Carpobrotus chilensts sea f:Jg 
Ctcuta douglasit western water hemlock 
Conium maculatum poison hemlock 
Cyperus eragrostts tall cyperus 
Epiloblum cilia tum California willow-herb 
EriophyUum staechadjfollum lizard- tail 
Foentculum vulgare sweet fennel 
Geranium dtssectum cut-leaved geranium 
Leymus condensatus giant ryegrass 
Lobularia maritima sweet alyssum 
Mtmulus guttatus common monkey flower 
Raphanus sattvus wild radish 
Rumex sallc!follus willow dock 
Senecio mikana/des Cape ivy 
Sonchus oleraceus common sow-thistle 
Urtica diofca ssp. holosericea hoary nettle 

Animals: 

Corvus brachyrhynchos 
Zonotrtchia leucophrys 

American crow 
white-crowned sparrow 

I 

Jud Vandevere, Consulting Biologist EXHIBIT NO. ~ 
APPLICATION NO . 



~OIL 
SURVEYS 

INC. 
103 CHURCH ST. • SALINAS, CALIFORNIA 93901 • TELEPHONE (408) 757-2172 

Mr. David Lutes, Planner 
Monterey County Department of Planning and Building Inspection 
County Courthouse 
Salinas CA 93 901 

August 30, 1999 
Job #1988 

Re: New Retaining Walls on Dittrich Property for Residence at 46 Yankee Point Drive 

Dear Mr. Lutes: 

In my opinion the subject retaining walls below the balcony on the southerly side of the residence 
are necessary to stabilize the slope and protect the balcony and building structure from 
settlement or failure. The slope has already slid and eroded from the heavy rainfall of February 
1998 causing an unstable condition next to the building structure. In my opinion that slope can 

• 

not be properly restored and stabilized any other way without causing undue risk to the building • 
structure. Without those retaining walls, which are under construction, the potential risks for 
erosion, soil slippage and siltation in the creek are very high. 

It is also my opinion that water discharging from the Monterey County culvert (beneath Yankee 
Point Drive) at this location also contributed to the erosion along the bank of the ravine and siltation 
in the ravine bottom. The culvert discharges water high up on the ravine slope, and the discharged 
water washes heavily against the bank during periods of high flow. I have observed very little 
problem during periods oflow culvert flow; however high flows from a full pipe are another matter; 
substantial bank erosion does occur during periods of high culvert discharge. I recommend that the 
County should install a culvert elbow and extend the culvert pipe to the bottom of the ravine and 
install a suitable energy dissipater at the discharge point. 

If you have any questions regarding the new retaining walls or prior erosion, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

EXHIBIT NO. 

Soil Surveys, Inc. · 

~~ 
Richard E. Dante, P.E. 
RED/red 
c.c. Dr. Frank Dittrich 



SURVEYS 
INC. 

1 OJ CHURCH ST. • SALINAS, CALIFORNIA 93901 • TELEPHONE (408) 757-2172 
October 21, 1999 
Job #1988 

~fr. David Lutes, Planner 
Monterey County Department of Planning and Building Inspection 
County Courthouse 
Salinas CA 93 90 1 

Re: Response To Appeal •.JfRetaining Wall Permit For Dittrich Property at 46 Yankee Point 
Drive 

Dear Mr. Lutes: 

I have reviewed Mr. Harold Seyferth' s appeal of the Planning Commission's approval of the retaining 
walls at the subject property; following are my comments regarding the allegations made in that 
appeal: .1. Regarding Finding# 1 on Page 2 ofrvir. Seyferth' s appeal letter, lVIr. Seyferth claims that the 

subject slope was "not A washed out slope until Dr. Dittrich excavated to put in the illegal 
two (2) tiers already in place." This statement is absolutely untrue. Several pictures 
(including pictures taken by rv'fr. Seyferth) clearly show the slope washed out prior to any 
retaining wall construction. No one-especially Dr. Dittrich- wanted to or planned to 
construct these retaining walls; the retaining wall excavation and construction was begun only 
after the slope was severely damaged and washed out in early February 1998 in order to stop 
the slope erosion and stabilize what was left of the slope. 

• 

2. IVIr. Seyferth states that the home itself and the deck on the south side are cantilevered from 
sunken piers and the one visible pi.er at the southeast corner of the deck is not required to 
support the cantilevered deck. This observation is true; however if the undermined slope is 
not stabilized and protected, the continuing slope erosion would eventually undermine the 
support piers from which the deck is cantilevered and, in my opinion, would result in damage 
to the building structure. 

., 

.), Regarding Finding #2, Mr. Seyferth asks what difference it makes whether the walls are 
faced with stone since the walls are supposed to eventually be covered by native planting. In 
our opinion the walls will be aesthetically more pleasing and will have an appearance more 
suited to the area with the stone facing; some sections of the walls may be visible between 
plants. I believe the Planning Commission made Finding# 2 for good reason. rv1r. Seyferth 
further states that the planting in the three tiered wall has not covered the previous walls and 
asks what confidence do we have that the planting will cover the walls. 



1\lfr. David Lutes 
10-21-99 
Page2 

The planting can not properly take place until the retaining wall construction is completed. 
Otherwise landscape plants would be damaged or destroyed by the construction activity. 

4. On the last page of the appeal Mr. Seyferth comments on the third "evidence" paragraph and 
states that "the original bank did not contain a retaining wall. Therefore slope stabilization 
'restoration' should be without a retaining wall." The original bank had not been washed out 
by El Nino generated discharge through the County culvert. When washed out, a steep slope 
can not be restored back to its original condition without major stabilization procedures. In 
my opinion the retaining walls are needed to stabilize and restore the washed out slope. 

If you have any questions regarding my analysis of the appeal letter or my comments, please contact 
me. 

Sincerely, 

Soil Surveys, Inc. 

Richard E. Dante, P .E. 

RED/red 
c. c. Dr. Frank Dittrich 

EXHIBIT NO. H 
APPLICATION NO . 
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De~ember 8, 1999 
Job #1988 

Supervisor Dave Potter 
1200 Aguajito Road 
Suite 001 
Monterey, CA 93940 

CAliF1QRNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

Re: File #990307-Frank and Loretta Dittrich:46 Yankee Point Drive-Carmel-APN 243-141-015 

Dear Supervisor Potter: 

. I have read a summary of the Board of Supervisor's action--taken upon your recommendation-of 
November 14, 1999, to screen four terraced retaining walls at the subject Dittrich property; the summary 
was prepared by County Planner, David Lutes. The Board's action, as I understand the summary, would 
require that a soil fill be placed on each terrace between the retaining walls-from the top of one retaining 
wall to the top of the next higher wall-to restore the natural slope. Each of the fills placed on the terraces 
between the subject retaining walls would be 1: 1 or slightly steeper. You stated that this type of slope 
restoration is often done as a Coastal Commission requirement, especially in Santa Monica. 

I point out that the failed slope at Yankee Point Drive was originally 1: 1 ( 100%) or slightly steeper. 
While it may be feasible to restore less steep slopes in the manner described by you, it is, in my opinion, 
not feasible or reasonable to hope to properly restore a 1: 1 slope with an earth fill. It would be impossible 
to properly compact a fill on a 1: 1 slope let alone to try to stand on such a slope to work, and erosion 
·control planting on that steep a slope would probably not be successfuL Such steep fill slopes would have 
a high potential for erosion and slope failure on each of the terraces between the retaining walls. , 

It would be especially risky to try to pile soil up against the bottom retaining wall; the soil would have to 
be placed on a narrow, unsupported soil bench below the retaining wall, and the finished slope would 
range from 1/2:1 to 3/4: 1; such an unsupported fill slope would haye a very high potential for slope 
failure, and slope failure could undermine the retaining wall footing and cause the bottom retaining wall 
to overturn. If the bottom retaining wall fails, we could expect successive failures in each of the higher 
retaining walls. If no soil is placed on the bench below the bottom retaining wall(as should be the case) 
the bottom retaining wall would take the full force of the l: 1 fill slopes on each of the overlying terraces; 
that retaining wall is not designed to withstand such a surcharge force. Slope or retaining wall failures 
would lead to severe siltation of the stream bed, an ugly failed slope, and possibly damage to the building 
structure. 

In my opinion the recommended earth restoration of the steep slope is a bad solution for screening the 
retaining walls; a much better solution for a stable slope restoration would be to require more planting 
with native species on the terraces adjacent to each of the retaining walls in order to screen the retaining 
walls from view. 

EXHIBIT NO. 



' . 

Supervisor David Potter 
12-8-99 
Pagei 

In Dr. Dittrich's behalf, I ask that you reconsider the prior Board action of November 14, 1999. 

If you have any questions regarding my analysis of the recommended slope restoration or this letter, please 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

SOIL SURVEYS, INC. 

Richard E. Dante, P.E. 

RED/red 
c.c. Dr. Frank Dittrich 

Mr. David Lutes, County Planner 

EXHIBIT NO. fJ. 
APPLICATION NO. 
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Htl;t:i V I:U 
DEC 2 3 1999 

CALi PORN lA 
COAST;~L COMM!SS!ON 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

CAL IFORN.IA--COASTAL COMMISSION 
Central Coast Area Office 
725 Front Street Suite 300 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

EXHIBIT NO. t\ 
A. ·3·M(O · .. 1. D"f 
P4 , ~J.. f'f 

December 21, 1999 

Re: Appeal from coastal permit decision of local government 
regarding ravine repair at 46 Yankee Point Drive, Carmel 
Highlands. 

Sirs: 

r~am responding to the appeal by Paul H. Ernest of 66 Yankee 
Point Drive. I could not in good conscience allow the allegations 
contained in the appeal to go unaddressed. In the first place 
much of the appeal is not pertinent to the proposed ravine 
repair. Secondly much of which is stated is either half truths 
or totally untrue. 

The following numbered statements correspond to the nunbers on 
the appeal . 

1- No so...;called "spoils" were·pushed over the embankment during 
the building of the home. The area of the washout is a consider
able distance from the home itself. The cause of the washout 
has been attested to by three separate entities: the soil 
engineer Richard Dante, the California Dept. of Fish an~Game 
and tacitly by thyMonterey County Highway Dept. 

; 

The Cause of the washout was the tremendous runoff from the hills 
throught~the culvert under the roadway which was placed too 
high above .the stream bed and was angled toward the North bank, 
The Highway Dept has agreed to rectify the problem by adding an 
elbow to the culvert to redirect the flow. 

We were required during .construction to remove from the ravine 
all non-native plants including Pampas Gras~, Poison Ivy and 
Ice Plant, which we did. We also (as per conditions) netted the 
whole ravine bank, planted approved native plants and put in 
a drip irrigation system, all of which was inspected and ap? 
proved by the County. · 

2. Other than the red tag on this repair project, to my know
ledge there was only one other red tag ; that primarily for a 
design change to the home. 

4) I allowed my contractor to begin the repair of the washout 
because of fear of further slides which may have jeopardized 
the home fn~ndation. I was told by him that four foot walls ~
could be built without a building permit. I admit to being naive. 
about this. 

5) The Carmel Highlands Land Use Advisory Committee in their 



Response to appeal to the Coastal Commission (can't) 

recommendations cite no expertise, only an untutored opinion. 
A mention is made. that I waw at the property the day of the 
meeting and did not deign to attend. This statement is not true. 
The meeting was on a week night and I was at my home in Modesto 
110 miles away. 

3. The conditions under which the existing retaining wall was 
built do not require that vegetation cover the walls. For that 
matter it could hardly be argued that the South bank of the 
ravine is visually agreeable, with dead trees, trees that cry 
for trimming,and two rickity wood staircases down into the 
ravine and the ~cean that I dare say would not be allowed to be 
built today. 

4. We tried to get approval under emergency conditions .but 
were denied. I ahve documentation that we tried time and 
again to get the Engineer to finish the plans but he was 
swamped with other "El Nino" projects and we didn't get our -lans 
for over a year. In addition the palns sat on a planners desk 
.for at least three weeks with nobody looking at them. 
Numerous calls to untold numbers of people finally got them 
to assign Mr. David Lutes to the Project.(he has been quite 
helpful incidentally.) I consider it lucky that we had as much 
of the retaining wall completed as we did to retard further 
erosion. 

6. This "finding" is incoherent and I feel it does not warrant 
comment. 

Finally This person's suggested remedy would only result in 
more washout and erosion with resultant siltation of the 
stream bed. 

Thank You, 

d_k- D /·Ii);l1:;;7h , .. 
/~r{trlc 

EXHIBIT NO. If 
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January 21, 2000 

TO: Kelly Cuffe 

FROM: LesleyEwing (QC;C. ~-r-A-FF E-~6,·tJGVf2,) 

SUBJECT: 46 Yankee Point Dr., Carmel Highlands: Dittrich Appeal 

I have reviewed the Monterey County Planning Commission, Planning and Building 
Inspection Department staff report and conditions. The proposed project is the 
construction of four short retaining walls on a steep (approximately 1:1) slope. This 
slope washed out during storms in February 1998. The four retaining walls have been 
proposed to: "(1) ensure the stability of the slope upon which pier footings supporting a 
cantilevered single family dwelling are situated, (2) to provide erosion control and 
thereby prevent siltation into a streambed, and (3) to provide the conditions for re
vegetating the entire slope with native plants." I am slightly concerned by the County's 
acceptance that hard structures may have water quality benefits. Streams have conveyed 
sediment to the coast for millennia. When we armor a streambed to prevent excess runoff 
from increasing erosion over "natural" levels, we are treating the symptom, not the root 
problem. Generally, the symptoms will appear further downstream, and since earlier 
armoring "cured" the upstream concern, there is often a logical progression of armoring 
further and further downstream. I recognize that streambed armoring is an accepted 
Hydromodification BCP; however, I hope it will be applied judiciously . 

That said, I believe the main issue at this site is the heed to protect the foundation of the 
dwelling from further erosion. The retaining walls seem to be a reasonable and judicious 
application of armoring to ensure foundation stability. 

You have asked my professional opinion on Condition #1, requiring that compacted fill 
be placed against the slope, covering the four retaining walls and that this fill then be 
vegetated. There was an assertion that this has been done successfully in the Santa 
Monica Mountains. I am not aware of any projects in the Santa Monica Mountains where 
1:1 slopes have been constructed over retaining walls. The Uniform Building Code 
recommends that constructed fill slopes be no steeper that 1. 5: 1 and areas, such as LA 
County, are requiring 2: 1 slopes in most situations. 

It would be possible to construct a steep earthen slope to cover the retaining walls, but 
this cover material would not be stable and vegetation could not assure long-term 
stability of such a slope. The only method I know of that could reconstruct a slope at this 
steepness is a reinforced earth process. This process would require that the washout area 
be cleared and a level base be established. (I believe the base would need to be about 15 
feet deep, but will check on this more if you want to pursue this as an option.) The 
reinforced earth system is a horizontal layering of reinforcing (usually geotextile 
material) and small earth lifts (8 inches to 1 foot). The reinforcing material must be 
anchored into the slope and it holds the layers of earth in place. Because of the 
reinforcing, the earth slope can be steeper that the natural angle of repose of a compacted 

EXHIBIT NO. 



fill. For a 1: 1 slope, the face of the slope may require an application of shotcrete to 
prevent surficial erosion. I have seen steep reinforced earth slopes that have been • 
vegetated and they can look "softer" than a wall or flat shotcrete surface. There may not 
be sufficient area on this site to create a base for building this type of slope or for 
anchoring the reinforcing. (The submitted material did not provide any cross sections of 
the slope so I am not certain how much area is available for slope reconstruction.) This 
option, if appropriate for the site, would require that the constructed walls all be removed. 
Based on the provided material, it does not seem that the removal of the installed walls 
would destabilize the site. They could be removed at the same time that the reinforced 
earth system was installed. 

I am not recommending the reinforced earth system. My reason for presenting it is to 
provide you with an option that might make it possible to establish a vegetated 1: 1 slope 
at this location. A stable, compacted earth slope, without any reinforcing or shotcrete, 
could not be re-established at this site. 

The applicant's engineer has provided a letter requesting reconsideration of this 
condition, stating that this fill could be risky and would have a high potential for erosion 
and slope failure. I concur with this conclusion and recommend either that Condition 1 
be modified to require monitoring of a vegetation plan that would screen the four 
retaining walls, or complete redesign of the slope stabilization, if possible. 

EXHIBIT NO. 
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California Coastal Commission 

Central Coast Office 

125 Front Street Suite 300 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO • 

Re: Appeal A-3~MC0-99..099/Frank and Loretta Dittrich 46 Yankee Pt. Dr. Carmel 

Dear Plcmbers of the Coastal Commission, 

3900 Marsala Way 

Modesto, CA 95356 

Januazy 24, 2000 

My name is Loretta Dittrich. My husband and r own 46 Yankee Point Drive. I would like to 

address the issues brought forth jn the Appeal of our permit by Mr. Ernest. The issues stated in the appeal 

are either assumptions, half-truths or absolutely untrue. This is vel)' distressing to me and I wil1 briefly 

address the issues Mr. Ernest bas raised. I have documentation and photos to support my statements and l 

will be forwardiiJ¥ them to you as soon as possible . 

Mr. Emcst states in his appeal that we pushed "spoils11 over the bank which killed plants and that 

is what washed away. This is absolutely not true. We did not push dirt over the bank During 

construction of the home we were required to remove all non-native plants and cover the slope with jute 

netting, new plants and a drip watering system which we did. What ca:used the washout of the slope was 

the tremendous run-off of El Nino storm rainwater from the hillsides and through the culvert under the 

roadway. The soil engineer and the State Dept. ofFish and Game have identified this as the cause of the 

slope failure. In addition, the Monterey County Department of Public Works is in agreement and have 

contacted us in regard to the correction of the culvert. 

When the slope failure occurred during the '98 El Nino storms we feared for more damage to the 

property and even to the house, therefore we hired a contractor to assess and n::pa.ir tbe problem. He 

•ured us that a permit would not be required because retaining walls less than 4 feet tall did not r~u.ire 

one. We l.nl.Sted him and allowed t:he repair to begin. It was approximately one month into t:he repair 

(and approx. $25,000.00) that the repair was red tagged. 

If we bad known tor one second that our slope repair required a t)ermit we would have~ 

started without. We have been paying for our mistake in trusting the contractor for the past two y~: 

angu.jsh, grief, and profound wony that further slope failure and erosion will occut and possible further 

damage the land and our house . 

Mr. Ernest states that we did not attend the neighborhOOd advisory committee meeting even 

t.hottgh we were at our Yankee Point home. This is a.bsolutelY. untrue. We live in Modesto, 110 miles 

~'-=~ 4\. 
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from Cannel. My husband has a solo medical practice in Modesto and was worlting on the day of the 

meeting. Comments like lhc$e are attempts by Mr. Ernest to make us appear to be cavalier about our 

desire to repair the slope. He has no idea how worried we have bc:cn or how hard we have been trying to 

repair the slope in a functioning yet pleasing manner. Mr. Ernest assumes that because it was May 1999 

when we were finally able to deliver the engineered plans to the county, that we didn't care about the stope 

failure,. this is absqlutelv uJl!luC! We weiC waiting and waiting for our plans irom the soil engineer. He 

was overwhelmed with wolk from all the damage in 1he county followiltg the El Nino stonns of 1998. We 

had to wait "in J.im:" for our completed engineered plans along with many others. I am sending a copy of 

the phone log my husband kept when after waiting months for completion of the plans he began 

documenting his frantic phone cal1s with the soils engineer. Wheu the engineered. plans for the retaining 

walls were completed Lbcy were taken to the Monterey County Building Department as soon as possible. 

Regarding Mr. Ernest's concerns as to the structural integrity of the two retaining walls that are 

completed,. I have copies of photos I am sending to you so you can see how they are built. The soil 

engineer also stated that these two were built appropriately for our original plan of tetl'aCed, rock:~taced 

retaining wall that will allow plants to grow over. I will also send you photos of the $lope in question, in 

1992 when we initially purcllased the property so you have an idea what it was li.ko thel'l. 

It was our dream to build our home and live a happy life with our children on Yankee Point but 

tbat dtca.m bas turoe:d imo a llv~ nighl.lna!'e. For the past t>vo years we have wanted to repair and 

• protect our property from furthet erosion and damage. We had a plan that would stabilize the slope, 

oontrol erosion aod be appropriate t.o the view-scape. We had experts and county agencies who said the 

repair is necessary and our plan appropriate. Mr. Erne&t and the neighborhood advisory committee are 

Pot experts in engineetb.tg and erosion control. Yet they are attempting to torce their unqualified opinions 

upon anyone who does not agree with thClil. 1 reall7.e Mr. Ernest has a ri4tht to appeal to your 

commission, but don't we have the right to protect our prop¢tly by repairing it in a manner that has been. 

approved by certified ex-perts and the governing agencies? Please help us and allow us Lo repair our 

property. 

Loretta E. Diurlclt 

Owner 

EXHIBIT NO. 
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C-27 NO. 397964 

FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN 
FOR RESIDENTIAL PARCEL 

Prepared by: Ray T. Sumida C.C.N. 
Cypress Garden Nursery Inc. 
590 Perry Lane 
Monterey, California 93940 

SITE DESCRIPTION: 

Location: 46 Yankee Point Drive, Carmel Highlands, Ca. 
·Lot #24, Tract #181, A.P. # 243-141-15 

Ownership: Dr. Frank A. Dittrich 

Architect: Allan Turpen 

Lot Size: 0.426 acre 

Primary Use: Single Famiiy Home 

• 

Vegetation: The dominant forest cover is of Monterey • 
Cypress. Plant material on site such as: 

Echium fastuosum 
Pinus ·radiata 
Poison oak. 
Pampus grass 
Ice Plant 

Scenic Features: This particular area of Carmel, known 
as Carmel Highlands is one of the most 
desirable areas of the Monterey County. 

EXTRACTS FROM CENTRAL COAST REGIONAL COMMISSION FOREST MANAGE 
MENT REQUIREMENTS: 

Definitions: 

Landmark Tree: Any living native tree more than 24" 
in diameter. 

Significant Tree: Any living tree more than 12" in 
diamteter except where found to be 
diseased or dangerous in accordance 
with the management measures of this 
plan. 

EXHIBIT NO. • 
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Definitions: 

Retained Tree: Any significant tree not shown for re_ 
moval on approved final site plan sub
mitted in compliance with coastal deve
lopement.permit. 

Diameter: Thickness of main trunk of tree as measured 
at 4 feet above average ground surface at 
base of tree (diameter at breast height or 

··"d.b.h."} 

Dripline: The outer edge of the area beneath the crown 
of the tree. If tree is not a rounded, bal
anced shape, then 15 times the trunk diameter 
at ground level in all directions. 

Feeding Zone: The outer two-thirds of the root radius 
as defined above under "Dripline". 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN: 

Minimize erosian: (In order to prevent soil loss and ulti
mately, siltation of downstream storm 
drains, drainage channels and wetlands. 

Preserve natural habitat: (Includes native forst species 
understory vegetation, and asso
ciated wildlife on site). 

Prevent forest fire: (Thatis, uncontrolled fires). 

Preserve scensic forest canopy: {As viewed from major 
roadways and the Monterey 
Peninsula shoreline). 

Preserve landmark Trees: (If any). 

MANAGEMENT MEASURES: We agree to carry out the following manage
ment measures on this parcel: 

Tree Removal: No significant tree will be removed, except 
as designated for removal on an approved 
coastal development permit tree removal or 
site plan, or as otherwise provided by this 
plan. 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 
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Diseased or dangerous 
Trees: It is understood that the Excecutive Director of the 

Coastal Commission may find that certain trees over 
12" D.B.H. are non-Significant, and upon sue~ a 
finding will not require a Coastal Development Permit 
to be obtained in the following instances (opinion 
of qualified forester may be requested in border 
line cases). 

(1) Removal of diseased tree(s) which theaten 
- to spread contagion to nearby healthy trees 

and 
{2) Removal of dangerous tree {s) which present 

a clear and imminent threat to human life 
or property. 

Landmark Trees: All landmark trees will be protected from 
damage if not required to be removed under 
the above instances. 

Dead Trees: Because of their great·value for wildlife habi
tat {particularly as nesting sites for birds), 

• 

large dead trees away from the house will nor- • 
mally be left in place. Smaller dead trees 
will normally be removed in order to reduce 
fire hazard. Because no Coastal Development 
Permit is needed for their removal, dead trees 
may be removed. at the convenience of the owner. 

Thinning: Non-significant trees, where weak, diseased or 
overcrowded, may be thinned to promote the growth 
of neighboring trees. Where the trunks of signi
ficant trees of the same species are within 30 
feet of each other, significant trees, other than 
landmark trees, may be removed for the same pur
pose. 

Replacement Trees: Whereever a significant gap develops be
tween tree's (i.e., 30 feet or more be
tween driplines), a seedling Monterey 
Pine or Coast Live Oak or Monterey Cy
press will be planted in the clearing 
except where clearings presently exist. 
Exceptions will be made where a suit
able seedling already exists, in for
ested garden and lawn areas. Every 
effort will be made to secure seedlings 
from the nearby forest rather than nur
sery stock of unknown origin • .---------
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Protection of Trees: All significant and replacement trees, 
other than those approved for removal, 
shall be retained and maintained in 
good condition. Trimming where not 
injurious to the health of the tree (s) 
may be performed where-ever necessary 
in the judgement of the owner, parti
larly to reduce personal safety and 
fire hazards. 

Retained trees which are located close 
to the construction site will be pro
tected from inadvertent damage by con
struction equipment by wrapping of 
trunks with protective materials, bri
dging or tunneling under major roots 
where exposed in foundation or utility 
trenches, and other measures appro
priate and necessary to protect the 
well-being of the retained trees. 

Fire Protection: In addition to any measures required by 
local or California Department of Foresty 
fire authorities, owner .will: 

a. Maintain spark arrester screen on 
chimney. 

b. Maintain spark arresters on gasoline 
powered equipment. 

c. Break-up and clear away any dense ac
cumulations fo dead or dry under brush 
orplant litter, especially near land 
mark trees. 

Use of Fire for Clearing: Open fires within the forest will 
be set or allowed only as a forest 
manageme~t tool under the direction 
of Department of Forestry author
ities pursuant to local fire ordi
ances and directives. 

Clearing Methods: Brush. and undeYgrowth if removed, will be 
cleared with methods which will not ma
terially disturb the ground surface. Hand 
grubbing, crushing andf mowing will nor
mally be the methods of choice. Use of 
fire and herbicides will be subject to the 
limitations listed elsewhere in this nlan . 
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Erosian Control: Areas laid bare by clearing, other than. 
fire breaks, will be sown with annual rye 
grass (if nothing else is to be planted 
in the area). Sowing of cleared areas will 
be completed prior to the onset of the win
ter rainy season. 

Irrigation: In order to avoid further depletion of ground
water resources, prevent root disease and other
wise maintain favorable conditions for the.na

·t±ve forest, the forest will not be irrigated 
except for cutivated garden and lawn areas. 

Exotic Plants: Care will be taken to eradicate, and to avoid 
introduction of the following pest species: 

a. Pampus grass 
b. Genesta 
c. Gorse 
d. Eucalyptus 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

• 

1. That all pampus grass and ice-plant be removed from the • 
revene area south of the residence. 

2. That the Monterey Cypress tree at the east entrance to 
the residence be removed because of severe damage to 
the root system. 

3. That soil to be removed from the crown of the 36" Mon
terey Pine tree at South-East side of property. 

4. That the 36" Monterey Pine tree at South end of property 
be inspected yearly because of beetle damage. This tree 
is a ~otential risk and should be felled in the near future. 

5. That all bare area's in ravene area be planted with more 
echiym fastuosum and native ground cover so as to stabi
lize the bank. Erpsian netting and drip irrigation shquld 
also be included. 

6. That 1-24" box Monterey Pine or Monterey Cypress and 
3-15 gallon Monterey Pine or Monterey Cypress be planted 
to replace the Monterey Cypress to be removed and for 
the Monterey Pine that will soon be dying. 

EXHIBIT NO. 
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AMMENDMENTS: 

RAY SUMIDA· CCN. 

C-27 NO. 397964 

It is understood that the executive director of the California 
Coastal Commission may, in consultation with the California De
partment of Forestry approve ammendments to this plan, provided 
that such ammendments are consistent with the provisions of the 
Coastal Development Permit. 

COMPLIANCE:, 

It is further understood that failure to comply with this plan 
will be considered a failure to comply with the conditions of 
the Coastal Development Permit cited above. 

TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITY: 

This plan is intended to create a permanent forest managemtn 
ment program for the site. It is understood, therefore, that 
in the event of change of ownership this plan shall be as bind
ing on .the new owner (s) as it is on the present owner. To this 
end, this plan will be conveyed to the future owner upon sale 
of the property . 

SUBMITTED BY: 

Ray T. Sumida C.C.N. 
590 Perry Lane 
Monterey, California 
93940 

Date: 

Signed: 

ACCEPTED BY: 

Date: 

Signed: 

EXHIBIT NO. :t:"' 
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